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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR IDENTIFICATION DOCUMENT PROCESSING

AND BUSINESS WORKFLOW INTEGRATION

PRIORITY CLAIM

[8001] This application claims the benefit of priority from U.S. Patent Application No.

14/220,029 (filed March 19, 2014), which in turn claims the benefit of priority from U.S.

Patent Application. No. 13/740,123 (filed January , 2013), which in turn claims the benefit

of priority from U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/586,062 (filed January 12, 2012), and

from U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/720,958 (filed October 31, 30 12)

FIELD OF INVENTION

[8002] The present invention relates to image capture and image processing, and more

particularly to capturing and processing digita l images of identity documents (IDs) in

connection with performing part or all of a business workflow using a mobile device.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Digital images having depicted therein a document such as a letter, a check, a bill,

an invoice, etc. have conventionally been captured and processed using a scanner or

multifunction peripheral coupled to a computer workstation such as a laptop or desktop

computer. Methods and systems capable of performing such capture and processing are well

known in the art and well adapted to the tasks for which they are employed.

[8(504] However, in an era where day-to-day activities, computing, and business are

increasingly performed using mobile devices, it would be greatly beneficial to provide

analogous document capture and processing systems and methods for deployment and use on

mobile platforms, such as smart phones, digital cameras, tablet computers, etc.

[8005] A major challenge in transitioning conventional document capture and processing

techniques is the limited processing power and image resolution achievable using hardware

currently available in mobile devices. These limitations present a significant challenge

because it is impossible or impractical to process images captured at resolutions typically

much lower than achievable by a conventional scanner. As a result, conventional scanner-

based processing algorithms typically perform poorly on digital images captured using a

mobile device.

[8006] In addition, the limited processing and memory available on mobile devices

makes conventional image processing algorithms employed for scanners prohibitively



expensive in terms of computational cost. Attempting to process a conventional scanner-

based image processing algorithm takes far too much time to be a practical application on

modern mobile platforms.

A still further challenge is presented by the nature of mobile capture components

(e.g. cameras on mobile phones, tablets, etc.). Where conventional scanners are capable of

faithfully representing the physical document in a digital image, critically maintaining aspect

ratio, dimensions, and shape of the physical document in the digital image, mobile capture

components are frequently incapable of producing such results.

[0008] Specifically, images of documents captured by camera present a new line of

processing issues not encountered when dealing with images captured by a scanner. This is in

part due to the inherent differences in the way the document image is acquired, as well as the

way the devices are constructed. The way that some scanners work is to use a transport

mechanism that creates a relative movement between paper and a linear array of sensors.

These sensors create pixel values of the document as it moves by, and the sequence of these

captured pixel values fonns an image. Accordingly, there is generally a horizontal or vertical

consistency up to the noise in the sensor itself, and it is the same sensor that provides all the

pixels in the line.

In contrast, cameras have many more sensors in a nonlinear array, e.g., typically

arranged in a rectangle. Thus, all of these individual sensors are independent, and render

image data that is not typically of horizontal or vertical consistency. n addition, cameras

introduce a projective effect that is a function of the angle at which the picture is taken. For

example, with a linear array like in a scanner, even if the transport of the paper is not

perfectly orthogonal to the alignment of sensors and some skew is introduced, there is no

projective effect like in a camera. Additionally, with camera capture, nonlinear distortions

may be introduced because of the camera optics.

[8018] Other major challenges unique to capturing image and/or video data utilizing a

camera o array of cameras may include variable illumination conditions, fo instance non

uniform lighting conditions that may generate shadows on objects depicted in images,

presence of specular lights which may generate glare, etc. as would be understood by skilled

artisans upon reading these disclosures.

[8011] In addition, utilizing cameras to capture image and/or video data introduces

challenges with respect to distinguishing an object of interest from relatively complex

backgrounds as compared to the typical background for a flat-bed scanner (which exhibits

characteristics that are well-known and relatively immutable, for instance a single



background texture and color for the scanner background). As a result, clustered background

makes page segmentation difficult and challenging as compared to scenarios typically

encountered using scanner-generated image data.

[8012] n view of the challenges presented above, it would be beneficial to provide an

image capture and processing algorithm and applications thereof that compensate for and/or

correct problems associated with image capture and processing using a mobile device, while

maintaining a low computational cost via efficient processing methods.

[8(513] Moreover, mobile devices are emerging as a major interface for engaging a wide

variety of interactive processes relying on data often depicted on financial documents. A

primary advantage of the mobile interface is that the documents that can be conveniently and

securely imaged utilizing a mobile device. For example, the banking industry has recently

witnessed a mobile revolution, with much attention gathering around new services and

functionalities enabled by mobile technology , such as mobile check deposit and mobile bill

payment. These applications leverage the persistent connectivity of mobil e devices to provide

customers and sendee providers unprecedented accessibility'- and quality of service,

consequently improving resolution and accuracy of financial transaction record management,

and improving security of financial transactions due to known security advantages of mobile

devices.

[8014] To date, these applications have been limited in scope to simple transactions

leveraging conventions and standards unique to very narrow aspects of the financial services

industry. Most notably, the financial industry has been able to leverage conventions such as

the universal formatting of account and routing numbers, the near-universal presence of

magnetic ink character recognition (MIC ) on documents utilized in financial transactions,

such as checks, remittance slips, etc.

[0015] As described in U.S. Patent Nos. 7,778,457; 7,787,695; 7,949,167; 7,953,268;

7,978,900; 8,000,514; 8,326,015; 8,379,914; 8,577,1 18; and/or 8,582,862 to Nepommachtchi,

et al., the conventional mobile financial services involves mobile image processing and

mobile check deposit approaches that rely heavily on MICR characters. The MICR characters

are used to conduct the image processing operations that are necessary to ensure adequate

image quality for subsequent financial processing, such as ensuring the image is the proper

size and/or orientation. The MICR characters are also used to conduct the financial

processing aspects, such as routing payments/deposits to the account corresponding to the

number depicted on the imaged check or remittance slip.



[8(516] Reliance on such conventional standards and industry -specific practices allows

high-fidelity and high-performance in the very limited scope o which those standards and

practices apply, but unfortunately limit the applicability of the underlying technology to only

those narrow fields. It would be of great advantage to remove the reliance on such standard

information and enable broader application of mobile technology to modern image capture,

processing, and business workflow integration. For example, while identity documents

universally depict identifying information that is useful in a wide variety of applications,

including but certainly not limited to financial transactions, it is relatively uncommon for

various types of ID to conform o a universal standard for preseniing this information (e.g.

presenting the information in a manner analogous to the V ! R characters of a check)

indeed, even the same type of ID, such as a driver's license, may depict different information,

or depict similar information in a very different format, manner, and/or layout depending on

the authority thai issued the ID. Consider, fo example, the disparity between driver licenses

issued by various states, or between employee IDs according to employer, school IDs

according to district, military IDs according to branch, insurance cards according to provider,

etc.

[0017] Accordingly, it would be of great benefit to provide systems, techniques, and

computer program products capable of leveraging mobile technology to utilize identity

information depicted on IDs and integrate the imaging, capture, and processing of IDs with

business workflows

[0018] The presently described systems and techniques accordingly provide uniquely

advantageous features with application bey ond the narrow scope of financial transactions.

The inventive concepts disclosed below also remove the limitations associated with relying

on universal standards such as MICR characters that are inapplicable io IDs.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[80 ] In one embodiment, a method involves receiving or capturing an image

comprising an identity document (ID) using a mobile device; classifying the ID based at least

in part on the image; extracting data from the ID based at least in part on the ID

classification; and driving at feast a portion of a workflow based on the extracted data.

[8028] In another embodiment, a method includes receiving or capturing an image

comprising an identity document (ID) using a mobile device; classifying the ID; building an

extraction model based on the ID classification; extracting data from the ID based on the



extraction model; building an ID profile based on the extracted data; storing the ID profile to

a memory of the mobile device; detecting a predetermined stimulus in a workflow;

identifying workflow-relevant data in the stored ID profile at least partially in response to

detecting the predetermined stimulus; providing the workflow-relevant data from the stored

ID profile to the workflow; and driving at least a portion of the workflow using the

workflow-relevant data.

[8 21] In yet another embodiment, a computer program product includes a computer

readable storage medium having computer readable program code stored therein. The

computer readable program code comprises instructions. The instructions are configured to

cause a processor to: receive an image stored to or capture using a mobile device, the image

comprising an identit ' document (ID); classify the ID; build an extraction model based on the

ID classification; extract data from the ID based on the extraction model; build an ID profile

based on the extracted data; store the ID profile to a memory- of the mobile device: detect a

predetermined stimulus in a workflow; identify workflow-relevant data in the stored ID

profile at least partially in response to detecting the predetermined stimulus; provide the

workflow-relevant data from the stored ID profile to the workflow; and drive at least a

port on of the workflow using the workflow-relevant data.

[8022] Other aspects and features of the presently disclosed inventive concepts wil

become apparent from the following detailed descriptions, which should be understood to be

illustrative in nature and not limiting on the instant disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[8(523] FIG. 1 illustrates a network architecture, in accordance with one embodiment.

[0024] FIG. 2 shows a representative hardware environment th a may be associated with

the servers and/or clients of FIG 1, in accordance with one embodiment.

[8025] FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of concentric, parallel, and overlapping

categories or classifications according to one embodiment of a hierarchical classification

scheme and/or an iterative classification process.

[8026] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method, according to one embodiment.

[8827] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method, according to one embodiment.

[8828] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a method, according to one embodiment.

[8029] FTG. 7 is a flowchart of a method, according to one embodiment

[8038] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of a method, according to one embodiment.

[8031] FIG. 9 is a flowchart of a method, according to one embodiment.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[8(532] The following description is made for the purpose of illustrating the general

principles of the present invention and is not meant to limit the inventive concepts claimed

herein. Further, particular features described herein can be used in combination with other

described features in each of the various possible combinations and permutations.

[8033] Unless otherwise specifically defined herein, ail terms are to be given their

broadest possible interpretation including meanings implied from the specification as well as

meanings understood by those skilled in the art and/or as defined in dictionaries, treatises,

etc.

[0034] It must also be noted that, as used i the specification and the appended claims,

the singular forms "a," "an" and "the" include plural referents unless otherwise specifi ed

[8035] General Workflow Concepts

[8036] The present descriptions set forth novel and useful techniques and technologies

configured to leverage the emerging advances in mobile, image and video capture, image and

video analysis, and location-based services and technologies. These disclosures present

exemplary and novel implementations from the perspective of users of mobile devices

conducting various business processes. The business processes are wholly or partially

embodied as workflows, executable and/or capable of being interfaced with via a mobile

device. The workflows also uniquely leverage image and video capture/processing and

location-based aspects of mobile technology to enhance the user experience with respect to

generating, managing, and performing the workflow(s).

[8(537] A user experience for mobile smart application development includes workflows,

as well as any constituent operations forming the workflows (e.g. activities and rules), and

associated systems, tools, or techniques relating to creation, performance, and/or management

of the workflows.

[8038] For example, in one embodiment mobile applications configured to initiate,

facilitate, or conduct portions of and/or complete workflows in the context of the present

application may be considered to encompass the following general scenario.

[8039] A user defines a workflow as a set of activities and rules. The workflow executes

by moving from one activity to another in a fixed order or a by a dynamic order as determined

by stimuli. Rules are applied at fixed points within the sequence or in response to stimuli. The

user also designs U s independently, with assistance from the development platform, or UIs

are rendered automatically by development platform tools to associate with activities that

require human interaction.



[8(548] The workflow, via activities, rules and UI definitions, defines a mobile user

experience which provides both the mobile UI and also the application behavior. The process

definition can describe the application behavior because the mobile development platform

exposes a federated view of native mobile services and server services. The process executes

and transparently orchestrates the execution of native code directly on the device and remote

code that resides on a server.

[0041] In one embodiment, a user launches a mobile application. The application initiates

the process, takes the first activity and renders the defined UI. The user interacts with the UI

and completes the activity or provides stimuli, such as "clicking" a UI button. At this point a

rale may be executed or the next activity may be taken/performed. In either ase local native

services may be accessed, such as the device location being retrieved from the OS or a server

service, such as a database lookup, may be used. This provision of native and/or remote services

is transparent to the user.

[0042] The mobile application may be downloaded in whole or in part and/or ran in real

time on the mobile device. For example, the application may be maintained in an online

repository. An instance of the mobile application may be transferred to the mobile device

automatically, in response to a user request, in response to a new release of the mobile

application becoming available in the online repository, etc. In a preferred embodiment,

transferring new instances of the mobile application to mobile devices and instantiating those

new instances is a process that occurs transparently to the user and without requiring any

interaction or instruction from end-users operating the mobile application on mobile devices.

[8043] Of course, other equivalent forms of the presently described workflows and

implementations thereof on mobile devices are also to be understood as failing generally

within the scope of the present descriptions according to the understanding that would be

achieved by one having ordinary skill in the art based on reviewing the instant application.

[8044] Mobile Image Capture and Processing

[8045] As discussed herein, "image processing" (and particularly image processing using

a mobile device) should be understood to optionally include any of the techniques and/or

technology disclosed in related U.S. Patent Application No. 13/740,123 filed January 1 , 2013.

[8046] These techniques include but are not limited to capturing image data using a mobile

device, image processing algorithms configured to improve image quality, and particular with

respect to images of documents. For example, "image processing" in various embodiments

may include one or more of page detection, rectangularization, skew correction, color

conversion (e.g. from 24-bit RGB color to 8-bit grayscale, 1-bit bitonal, o other color depth



representation as understood by those having ordinary skill in the art), resolution estimation,

illumination correction, blur detection, etc. as disclosed in related U.S. Patent Application No.

13/740, 23, and/or as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading

the present descriptions.

[8047] While the present descriptions are offered primarily with reference to exemplary

embodiments utilizing image data captured and/or in the form of still images, e.g. digital

photographs, the skilled artisan reading the present descriptions will also understand that these

principles apply equally to the use of digital video data. Of particular interest are techniques

and/or technologies configured to capture and/or process video data using a mobile device.

[0048] With the foregoing relation to associated inventive concepts in the field of mobile

technology, mobile image processing, and workflow management, exemplary inventive

principles of the presently disclosed workflows utilizing location-based services, location

information, etc. may be understood to include the following general embodiments.

[0049] General Embodiments

[0058] In one general embodiment, a method includes In one embodiment, a method

involves receiving or capturing an image comprising an identity document (ID) using a

mobile device; classifying the ID based at least in part on the image; extracting data from the

ID based at feast in part on the ID classification; and driving at least a portion of a workflow

based on the extracted data.

[8051] In another general embodiment, a method includes receiving or capturing an

image comprising an identity document (ID) using a mobile device; classifying the ID;

building an extraction model based on the ID classification; extracting data from the ID based

on the extraction model; building an ID profile based on the extracted data; storing the ID

profile to a memory of the mobile device; detecting a predetermined stimulus in a workflow;

identifying workflow-relevant data in the stored ID profile at least partially in response to

detecting the predetermined stimulus; providing the workflow-relevant data from the stored

ID profile to the workflow; and driving at least a portion of the workflow using the

workfl ow-relevant data.

[0052] In yet another general embodiment, a computer program product includes a

computer readable storage medium having computer readable program code stored therein.

The computer readable program code comprises instructions. The instructions are configured

to cause a processor to: receive an image stored to or capture using a mobile device, the

image comprising an identity document (ID); classify the ID; build an extraciion model based

on the ID classification; extract data from the ID based on the extraction model; build an ID



profile based on the extracted data; store the ID profile to a memory of the mobile device;

deteci a predetermined stimulus in workflow; identify workflow-relevant daia in the siored

ID profile at least partially in response to detecting the predetermined stimulus; provide the

workflow-relevant data from the stored ID profile to the workflow; and drive at feast a

portion of the workflow using the workflow-relevant data.

[0053] General Computing and Networking Concepts

[0054] Turning now to the figures, FIG. 1 illustrates a network architecture 100, in

accordance with one embodiment. As show in FIG. 1, a plurality of remote networks 102

are provided including first remote network 104 and a second remote network 106. A

gateway 101 may be coupled between the remote networks 102 and a proximate network

8. In the context of the present network architecture 100, the networks 104, 6 may each

take any form including, but not limited to a LAN, a WAN such as the Internet, public

switched telephone network (PSTN), internal telephone network, etc.

[0055] In use, the gateway 101 serves as an entrance point from the remote networks 2

to the proximate network 108. As such, the gateway 1 1 may function as a router, which is

capable of directing a given packet of data that arrives at the gateway 101, and a switch,

which furnishes the actual path in and out of the gateway 101 for a given packet.

[0056] Further included is at least one data server 4 coupled to the proximate network

1 8, and which is accessible from the remote networks 102 via the gateway 101. It should be

noted that the data server(s) 14 may include any type of computing device/groupware.

Coupled to each data server 114 is a plurality of user devices 6. Such user devices 6 may

include a desktop computer, lap-top computer, hand-held computer, mobile device, printer or

any other type of logic. It should be noted that a user device 11 may also be directly coupled

to any of the networks, in one embodiment.

[0057] A peripheral 120 or series of peripherals 120, e.g., facsimile machines, printers,

networked and/or local storage units or systems, etc., may be coupled to one or more of the

networks 104, 106, 108. should be noted that databases and/or additional components may

be utilized with, or integrated into, any type of network element coupled to the networks 104,

106, 108. In the context of the present description, a network element may refer to any

component of a network.

[0058] According to some approaches, methods and systems described herein may be

implemented with and/or on virtual systems and/or systems which emulate one or more other

systems, such as a UNIX system which emulates an IBM z/OS environment, a UNIX system

which virtually hosts a MICROSOFT WINDOWS environment, a MICROSOFT



WINDOWS system which emulates an IBM z/OS environment, etc. This virmalization

and/or emulation may be enhanced through the use of VMWARE software, in some

embodiments.

In more approaches, one or more networks 104, 86, 8, may represent a cluster

of systems commonly referred to as a "cloud." In cloud computing, shared resources, such as

processing power, peripherals, software, data, servers, etc., are provided to any system in the

cloud in an on-demand relationship, thereby allowing access and distribution of services

across many computing systems. Cloud computing typically involves an Internet connection

between the systems operating in the cloud, but other techniques of connecting the systems

may also be used.

[0068] FIG. 2 shows a representative hardware environment associated with a user device

116 and/or server 114 of FIG. 1, in accordance with one embodiment. FIG. 2 illustrates a

typical hardware configuration of a workstation having a central processing unit (CPU) 210,

such as a microprocessor, and a number of other units interconnected via one or more buses

212 which may be of different types, such as a local bus, a parallel bus, a serial bus, etc.,

according to several embodiments.

[0061] The workstation shown in FIG. 2 includes a Random Access Memory (RAM)

214, Read Only Memory (ROM) 216, an I/O adapter 218 for connecting peripheral devices

such as disk storage units 220 to the one or more buses 212, a user interface adapter 222 for

connecting a keyboard 224, a mouse 226, a speaker 228, a microphone 232, and/or other user

interface devices such as a touch screen, a digital camera (not shown), etc., to the one or more

buses 212, communication adapter 234 for connecting the workstation to a communication

network 235 (e.g., a data processing network) and a display adapter 236 for connecting the

one or more buses 212 to a display device 238.

[0062] The workstation may have resident thereon an operating system such as the

MICROSOFT WINDOWS Operating System (OS), a MAC OS, a UNIX OS, etc. It will be

appreciated that a preferred embodiment may also be implemented on platforms and

operating systems other than those mentioned. A preferred embodiment may be written using

JAVA, XML, C, and/or C++ language, or other programming languages, along with an

object oriented programming methodology. Object oriented programming (OOP), which has

become increasingly used to develop complex applications, may be used.

[0063] The description herein is presented to enable any person skilled in the art to make and

use the invention and is provided in the context of particular applications of the invention and

their requirements. Various modifications to the disclosed embodiments will be readily



apparent to those skilled in the art and the general principles defined herein may be applied to

other embodiments and applications without departing from the spirit and scope of the

present invention. Thus, the present invention is not intended to be limited to the

embodiments shown, but is to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the principles and

features disclosed herein.

[8064] In particular, various embodiments of the invention discussed herein are implemented

using the Internet as a means of communicating among a plurality of computer systems. One

skilled in the art will recognize that the present invention is not limited to the use of the

Internet as a communication medium and that alternati ve methods of the invention may

accommodate the use of a private intranet, a Local Area Network (LAN), a Wide Area

Network (WAN) or other means of communication. In addition, various combinations of

wired, wireless (e.g., radio frequency) and optical communication links may be utilized.

[8065] The program environment in which one embodiment of the invention may be

executed illustratively incorporates one or more general-purpose computers or special-

purpose devices such hand-held computers. Details of such devices (e.g., processor, memory,

data storage, input and output devices) are well known and are omitted for the sake of

brevity.

[8066] It should a so be understood that the techniques of the present invention might be

implemented using a variety of technologies. For example, the methods described herein may¬

be implemented in software running on a computer system, or implemented in hardware

utilizing one or more processors and logic (hardware and/or software) for performing

operations of the method, application specific integrated circuits, programmable logic devices

such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), and/or various combinations thereof. In

one illustrative approach, methods described herein may be implemented by a series of

computer-executable instructions residing on a storage medium such as a physical (e.g., non-

transitory) computer-readable medium. In addition, although specific embodiments of the

invention may employ object-oriented software programming concepts, the invention is not

so limited and is easily a pted to employ other forms of directing the operation of a

computer.

[8(567] The invention can also be provided in the form of a computer program product

comprising a computer readable storage or signal medium having computer code thereon,

which may be executed by a computing device (e.g., a processor) and/or system computer

readable storage medium can include any medium capable of storing computer code thereon

fo use by a computing device or system, including optical media such as read only and



writeable CD and DVD, magnetic memory or medium (e.g., hard disk drive, tape),

semiconductor memory (e.g., FLASH memory and other portable memor cards, etc.),

firmware encoded in a chip, etc.

[8068] A computer readable signal medium is one that does not fit within the aforementioned

storage medium class. For example, illustrative computer readable signal media communicate

or otherwise transfer transitory signals within a system, between systems e.g., via a physical

or virtual network, etc.

[8(569] It will be clear that the various features of the foregoing methodologies may be

combined in any way, creating a plurality of combinations from the descriptions presented

above.

t will also be clear to one skilled in the art that the methodology of the present

invention may suitably be embodied in a logic apparatus comprising logic to perform various

steps of the methodology presented herein, and that such logic may comprise hardware

components or firmware components.

[8071] It wil be equally clear to one skilled in the art that the logic arrangement in

various approaches may suitably be embodied in a logic apparatus comprising logic to

perform various steps of the method, and that such logic may comprise components such as

logic gates in, for example, a programmable logic array. Such a logic arrangement may

further be embodied in enabling means or components for temporarily or permanently

establishing logical structures in such an array using, for example, a virtual hardware

descriptor language, which may be stored using fixed or transmittable carrier media.

[8872] It will be appreciated that the methodology described above may also suitably be

carried out fully or partially in software -running on one or more processors (not shown), and

that the software may be provided as a computer program element carried on any suitable

data carrier (also not shown) such as a magnetic or optical computer disc. The channels for

the transmission of data likewise may include storage media of all descriptions as well as

signal carrying media, such as wired or wireless signal media.

[8073] Embodiments of the present invention may suitably be e odied as a computer

program product for use with a computer system. Such an implementation may comprise a

series of computer readable instructions either fixed on a tangible medium, such as a

computer readable medium, for example, diskette, CD-ROM, ROM, or hard disk, or

transmittable to a computer system, via a modem or other interface device, over either a

tangible medium, incliEding but not limited to optical or analogue communications lines, or

intangibly using wireless techniques, including but not limited to microwave, infrared or



other transmission techniques. The series of compitter readable instructions embodies all or

part of the functionality previously described herein.

[0074] Those skilled in the art will appreciate that such computer readable instructions

can be written in a number of programming languages for use with many computer

architectures or operating systems. Further, such instructions may be stored using any

memory technology, present or future, including but not limited to, semiconductor, magnetic,

or optical, or transmitted using any communications technology, present or future, including

but not limited to optical, infrared, or microwave. It is contemplated that such a computer

program product may be distributed as a removable medium with accompanying prinied or

electronic documentation, for example, shrink-wrapped software, pre-loaded with a computer

system, for example, on a system ROM or fixed disk, or distributed from a server or

electronic bulletin board over a network, for example, the Internet or World Wide Web.

[8075] Communications components such as input/output or I/O devices (including but

no limited to keyboards, displays, pointing devices, etc.) can be coupled to the system either

directly or through intervening I/O controllers

[8(576] Communications components such as buses, interfaces, network adapters, etc.

may also be coupled to the system to enable the data processing system, e.g., host, to become

coupled to other data processing systems or remote printers or storage devices through

intervening private or public networks. Modems, cable modem and Ethernet cards are just a

few of the currently available ty pes of network adapters.

[0077] Identity Documents (IDs)

[8078] The present descriptions relate to, and are in the field of mobile device-mediated

image capture and processing of identity documents for integration with business workflows.

As understood herein, the term "identity document" or "ID" should be understood to include

any type of document that may be presented for purposes of proving, authenticating, or

verifying all or part of an entity's identity. The ID includes one or more types of identifying

information, which generally vary according to the type of ID and the type of entity to which

the ID corresponds, but various types of IDs may depict one or more common types of

identifying information.

[8079] Exemplary forms of ID as contemplated herein should be understood to include,

but not be limited to, government-issued IDs such as passports, military IDs, tax IDs, Social

Security cards, birth certificates (where issued by government agency), licenses or permits

such as a hunting license, professional license, driver's license, etc. in one embodiment.



[8(588] IDs may also include employer-issued IDs such as employee IDs, security

documents or badges, payroll documents, benefits documents, certifications, etc, in more

embodiments

[8081] IDs may still further include financial documents such as insurance policies,

cards, and other associated insurance documents, documents depicting financial account

information, such as account statements, tender documents associated with financial accounts

such as checks, credit cards, debit cards, etc

[8(582] In another embodiment, IDs may additionally and/or alternatively include medical

documents, such as a physician's chart, a prescription, a medical profile or evaluation, a

genetic sequence or profile or other document containing genetic information, etc. as would

be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[8083] In at least some approaches, an ID may identify multiple entities, human and/or

non- human. For example, in the case of a medical document, a prescription may be

considered to identify at least two human entities (the patient, the prescribing physician,

and/or dispensing pharmacist) and at least two non-human entities (the drug, and the

pharmacy dispensing the drug). In various embodiments, the ID may therefore be considered

to correspond to any number of these entities, usually for different purposes relating to the

entity or entities the ID is considered to correspond to in the particular context at hand. In

another example, an insurance document may be considered to correspond to at least one

human entity (the policyholder, insured driver (e.g. if not the primary or named

policyholder)) and at least one nonhuman entity (the vehicle, e.g. via a V , license plate

number, make/model/year, etc.).

[8884] In still more embodiments, IDs may additionally and/or alternatively comprise a

photograph, e.g. a photograph of an individual or an individual's face, which may be utilized

singly or in unison with other identifying information and/or IDs. Preferably, the photograph

and the other ID(s) depict a same or similar photographic image of the individual to which

the IDs correspond, such as a driver's license and a facial photograph captured using a mobile

device.

[8885] In various approaches, IDs may include any other type of document depicting

identifying information such as defined below, as would be understood by one having

ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[8086] Moreover, IDs need not necessarily be embodied as physical documents, although

physically embodied IDs are preferred. In some approaches IDs may exist in the form of



electronic records depicting the identifying information, or image data depicting the ID or

identifying information.

[0087] In several approaches, IDs may include a single document or a plurality of

documents. Each ID may also include a plurality of pages per document, e.g. a "front" and

"back" side of an ID such as a driver's license, credit card, etc.; multiple pages of a passport,

medical record, credit report, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the

art upon reading the present descriptions. In embodiments where multiple-paged documents

depict similar or redundant information, the information identified from each page of the

document may be utilized as a validation too to determine accuracy of daia extracted from

each respective page, as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions.

[8088] identifying Information

[8089] Generally speaking, identifying information includes any type of information

depicted on an ID and which may be utilized singly or in combination to determine,

authenticate, or verify an entity to which the ID corresponds.

[8(598] Where the entity to which the ID corresponds is a human, and particularly where

the ID comprises image data depicting the human, exemplary identifying information may

include biometric data. As understood herein, "biometric data" may include any type of

characteristic, and preferably a physical measure, utilized singly or in combination to uniquely

identify a biological entity. Exemplary biometric data may include characieristics used to

identify human individuals, such as fingerprint characteristics (e.g. number and pattern of

ridges, inter-ridge spacing, etc.), ocular characteristics (such as retinal vein pattern, iris

striations, etc.), facial structure (such as distance measured between various features on the

individual's face, including interpupillary distance, etc.), or any other characteristics such as

would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art of biometric identification upon

reading the present descriptions.

[8091] In some approaches, the "individual" to which the ID corresponds may not

necessarily include a human individual, but may correspond instead to non-human entity such

as a legal entity (e.g. the "state," an unspecified guardian, conservator, executor, fiduciary,

creditor, debtor, etc.), a corporate entity (e.g. a corporation, an agent of the corporation, etc.),

a financial entity (e.g. an account, a trusi, etc.) and'or other similar non-human entities such as

would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.



[8(592] In even more preferred embodiments, IDs corresponding to a non-human entity may

further correspond to a predetermined function, role or purpose falling generally within the

purview and control of the non-human entity. For example, in one scenario involving an ID

such as a credit card, the ID may correspond to a predetermined function or role such as an

"authorized purchaser," "authorized payor," etc.

[8093] In other scenarios, the ID may correspond to a department of the non-human entity,

such as an "accounts payable" department, a "billing" department, a "financing" department,

etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.

[0094] In still other approaches, IDs corresponding to a non-human entity may further

correspond to a predetermined business project, endeavor, investment, etc. IDs corresponding

to exemplary non-hitman entities of this type may involve scenarios where an entity manages

one or more matters fo a client, e.g. in a fiduciary capacity. The entity may maintain an account

on behalf of the client, and make expenditures, deposits, etc. using the account to conduct

business on behalf of the client. For example, one common application of IDs corresponding

to non-hitman entities in this project-oriented capacity may include an attorney managing an

account on behalf of a client and conducting legal business/providing legal services utilizing

the client account. The attorney may utilize an ID comprising a credit card, account statement,

check, etc. identifying necessary accoitnt information to conduct the corresponding business

and/or provide the desired services.

[0095] Similar examples may include an insurer managing an account corresponding to a

policyholder and making distributions from the account corresponding to the policyholder, an

executor/executrix managing an estate, a trustee managing a trust account, an investment firm

managing an investment account, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in

the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[8096] Accordingly, the present disclosures encompass business workflows and associated

scenarios where an individual conducting a workflow may utilize plural IDs in the course of

the workflow. Of course, it should be understood from these descriptions that an individual

conducting a workflow may utilize one or more IDs that correspond to various entities,

depending on the context of the workflow. In some approaches, IDs utilized in a workflow may

correspond to an individual entity conducting the workflow, to an entity or entities relating to

the workflow, to one or more objects or entities relating to the workflow, etc. as would be

itnderstood by one having ordinary skill in the art



[8(597] Preferably, where multiple IDs are utilized, at least one ID corresponds to a specific

human entity, and at least one other ID corresponds to one of the aforementioned non-human

entities. For example, in one approach a workflow relating to provision of medical services

and/or payment therefor may utilize at least two IDs: a first ID corresponding to the patient

(e.g. a driver's license, medical chart, electronic health record, etc.) and a second ID

corresponding to the patient's insurance policy (e.g. an insurance card, policy statement, etc.).

Of course, different combinations of IDs and scenarios involving more than two IDs, or plural

IDs and one or more additional documents may also be employed without departing from the

scope of the instant disclosures.

[0098] ID Identifiers

[0099] As referred to herein, "identifying information" includes information that can be

used to identify the entity to which the ID corresponds, while ID identifying information, or

"ID identifiers," include any information that identifies the identity document or characteristics

of the identity document or record per se, rather than the entity to which the identity document

corresponds. Identifying information, in various embodiments, may include textual

information and/or image characteristics (i.e. data descriptive of part or all of the image of the

ID, such image dat descriptive of a photograph depicted on the ID).

[00180] For example, illustrative ID identifiers includes unique identifiers associated with

IDs, such as a driver license number, Social Security number, ID number, etc., as well as dates

associated with IDs, such as an issue date, an expiration date, etc., as well as any unique design

or associated with an ID, such as a unique symbol, a pattern, a logo, emblem or seal, a

hologram, and codes associated with IDs, such as a barcode or a security code like a credit card

verification (CCV) number or personal identification number (PIN), etc. Of course, any other

form of ID identifier that would be recognized by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions is also included within the scope of these disclosures.

[00101] While an ID number may be considered to correspond to an individual, in at least

some applications, for the purposes of this disclosure an ID number should be considered to

correspond to the identity document and not exclusively to the individual. For example, in a

numbering system with a fixed format (and therefore a finite number of possible combinations),

ID numbers may be recycled or reused in connection with multiple individuals. Therefore, to

the extent that a truly one-to-one relationship exists between the identity document and the

corresponding individual, then the ID number may be considered to also correspond to the

individual, but this should be understood as a special case encompassed within the broader



scenario contemplated herein where an ID number corresponds to the document, and not

necessarily the individual.

[80182] Biographical or Bio ic Informati on

[80183] IDs also depict identifying mfonnation understood herein generally as

"biographical information" or "biological information," which includes any type of

information that identifies or describes the entity to which he identity document corresponds,

and which is generally an immutable or personal characteristic of who or what that entity is.

[8(5184] Exemplary biological information includes information such as a person's blood

type, race, height, weight, hair color, eye color (natural), sex or gender.

[80185] Biographical information may also include social, cultural, or economic status

information, such as marital status (single, married, divorced, etc.), social or economic class or

caste, employment status (e.g. employed, unemployed, retired, etc.), political affiliation,

religion or creed, etc

[80186] Geographic Information

[88187] Identifying information should also be understood to include geographic

information, which generally conveys information about one or more locations closely

associated with the entity to which the ID corresponds. For example, geographic information

may include one or more addresses, such as a residential address (e.g. for a driver's license,

insurance card, tax form, or any number of different types of ID), employer address (e.g. for

an employee ID, military ID, etc.), embassy or consulate address (e.g. for a passport), or any

address of a similar location closely associated with the entity to which the ID corresponds.

[88188] Financial Information

[88189] In even more embodiments, identifying information may include financial

information, such as a credit score, one or more account numbers, a financial servicing entity

(e.g. servicing or processing entity such as a bank, VISA, AMERICAL EXPRESS, PayPal,

etc.).

[80110] The ID may also depict financial information corresponding to one or more services

offered in connection with the ID, particularly in the case of IDs such as insurance cards or

various forms of medical identification. For example, financial information corresponding to

services offered in connection with the ID may include a copay amount, a policy number, a

policy expiration date, effective date, or duration, service provider (e.g. insurer), policyholder

name, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinar ' skill in the art upon reading the

present descriptions.

[88111] Legal Information



[8(5112] Exemplary identifying information should be understood to include legal

information, such as an entity's legal name, maiden name, alias(es), titles, etc. Legal

information may also include criminal history information, or outstanding criminal information

(such as existence of outstanding warrants). Particularly in cases where the ID functions as a

license for an entity to engage in a restricted activity, the ID may depict legal information

including restrictions, for example indication of any required safety equipment such as

corrective lenses for driving, limits for resource-oriented licenses such as a number or weight

of game permitted under a particular hunting or importation license, etc. as would be

understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions

[00113] Various forms of ID may also depict so-called "legal" information relating to

security or access to various restricted locations, information, etc. For example, an employee

ID may have depicted thereon a security clearance level, or integrated therewith a security

device configured to communicate security clearance information, e.g. a R D chip configured

to communicate access codes corresponding to an employee's security clearance and

accordingly grant access only to areas corresponding to the employee's security clearance

level.

[00114] Medical Inf rmation

[00115] Identifying information, as understood herein, also includes medical information in

at least some embodiments, such as medical insurance cards, driver's licenses, etc. For

example, medical information may include any type of information such as may be useful to a

provider of emergency medical services, such as an individual's blood type, a listing of any

allergies or pharmacological sensitivities to which the individual is prone, sex/gender, race,

name, end of life care wishes or directives (such as a do-not-resuscitate or "DNR" order), etc.

as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.

[80116] For purposes of disambiguation, while there may be some overlap between the

conventional definitions of various types of identifying information set forth herein, the

foregoing definitions should be understood as mutually exclusive in nature. For example,

although under conventional definitions a medical insurance policy number may be considered

both a type of "financial information" and "medical information," as defined herein the policy

number is financial information.

[00117] It should further be understood that plural types of identifying information, although

mutually exclusive to the types of information respectively encompassed thereby, are fully

capable of being used together in various embodiments of the present disclosures. For example



an ID utilized in the course of a business workflow may depict both medical information and

financial information, and one or both types of identifying information may be used, singly or

together in one or more portions of the workflow.

[80118] n related approaches, some embodiments may utilize plural IDs in the course of

conducting a business workflow.

[80119] Referring again to the Figures, FIG. 4 depicts a method 400 generally illustrating

the overall inventive process of integrating IDs and/or identifying information into business

workflows, according to one embodiment. The method 488 may be practiced in any

environment, using any number of suitable resources, such as depicted in FIGS. 1-2, among

others.

[80120] The method 4 8 includes operation 402, where a workflow is initiated. The

workflow is preferably initiated and run at least in pari using a processor of a mobile device,

but in various embodiments the workflow may utilize any number of suitable resources such

as desktop workstations, mobile devices, servers, etc. Moreover, the workflow may be

instantiated in any suitable manner, e.g. the workflow may be instantiated by a user, in response

to detecting a predetermined stimulus in the course of performing an independent or related

workflow, in response to detecting a trigger condition is satisfied, etc. as would be understood

by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[80121] The method 40 also includes operation 404, in which an image comprising an ID

is received. Again, the image is preferably received at a mobile device, or alternatively is

captured using the mobile device, but the image may be received at any number of locations or

resources involved in conducting the workflow. The ID may be of any type described herein,

and preferably depicts identifying information pertinent to the workflow.

[80122] In operation 4 6, method 40 includes processing the received image. In the course

of the processing operation, data are generated comprising identifying information from the

ID, a portion of the ID image (e.g. a portion depicting only the ID but omitting background

textures), or both, in various approaches. The data may be generated in any suitable format or

manner, such as image data representing a photographic or pictorial portion of the ID, textual

data representing identifying information depicted on the ID, etc.

[8(5123] Method 48(5 also includes operation 488, where the data are submitted to the

workflo w. The submitted data include some or all of the data generated in operation 486.

[80124] With continuing reference to FIG. 4, method 480 includes operation 418, where at

least a portion of the workflow is driven using some or all of the submitted data.



[8(5125] In some approaches, method 400 may include additional and or alternative

operations. For example, in one embodiment method 400 optionally includes detecting a

predetermined stimulus in the instantiated workflow, and in response to detecting the

predetermined stimulus, either invoking a capture interface of the workflow or of the mobile

device operating system, and capturing the image using the invoked capture interface. In this

manner, the presently described workflows may be fully self-sufficient including al the

requisite capture and processing functionality to accomplish the underlying objective of the

workflow.

[8(5126] Moreover still, in additional approaches the workflow comprises activities and

rales. Preferably, the activities include one or more of a financial activity (such as a purchase

of goods or services), an application activity (e.g. relating to a financial service such as a loan,

a license such as a driver's license, a position such as an employment or political placement,

an entitlement such as social security benefits, etc.), a reporting activity (such as reporting

expenses associated with a business trip), a tracking activity (such as tracking delivery of a

package or service), and/or other exemplary workflow activities such as would be understood

by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading these descriptions. Preferably, the activities

of the workflow rely at least in part on data generated from the ID.

[80127] Referring again to the Figures, FIG. 5 depicts a method 500 generally illustrating

the overall inventive process of integrating IDs and/or identifying information into business

workflows, according to one embodiment. The method 508 may be practiced in any

environment, using any number of suitable resources, such as depicted in FIGS. 1-3, among

others.

[88128] The method 508 includes operation 502, where at least one image of one or more

IDs are captured or received using a mobile device.

[80129] The method 500 also includes operation 504, in which identifying information is

determined from one or more of the IDs. The identifying information may be determined using

any suitable technique, such as utilizing optical character recognition to recognize textual

characters on an ID, facial recognition to recognize a photograph of a human face or portrait,

etc. as would be understood by those having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions. In other embodiments, identifying information may be determined from an ID or

IDs using a lookup operation, for example where a unique string suitable for use as an ID

identifier (e.g. a driver's license number, social security number, tax ID number, etc.) is

determined from the ID (e.g. using OCR, barcode scanning, etc.) and utilized to retrieve

additional identifying information that may or may not be depicted on the ID itself. In one



illustrative scenario, the lookup may utilize the unique ID identifier as a query to a database

comprising identifying information values for which the unique siring is a key. Of course, other

data stractures rather than a database may be employed without departing from the scope of

the present descriptions.

[80130] In operation 5 6, method 500 includes building an ID profile based in whole or in

part on the generated data. The ID profile, as described in further detail with respect to various

exemplary embodiments throughout these descriptions, may be built in any suitable form or

using any suitable technique, and includes preferably identifying information from one or more

IDs, even more preferably at least two of a plurality of IDs from which the data were generated.

Even more preferably, the built ID profile compr es identifying information and/or image data

from the plural IDs.

[80131] With continuing reference to FIG. 5, method 500 includes operation 5(58, where the

ID profile is stored to memory, preferably memory of the mobile device.

[00132] In operation 10 a workflow configured to facilitate a business transaction is

invoked. The workflow may be invoked in any suitable manner, and may be configured to

facilitate a business transaction in any suitable technique such as described in further detail

below with respect to several exemplary embodiments below concerning data extraction.

[80133] Moreover, method 580 includes operation 5 and detecting a predetermined

stimulus in the workflow. The stimulus, further still, preferably relates to the business

transaction. For example, in one approach the stimulus comprises the workflow presenting a

user interface having one or more fields or utilizing one or more calculations relying on

transactional data required for the particular business transaction (e.g. an account number

where the business transaction comprises a financial transaction such as a sale, and as described

in further detail below).

[80134] In response to detecting the predetermined stimulus in operation 5 12, the method

500 proceeds by providing at least a portion of the ID profile to the workflow, and subsequently

driving some or a l of the workflow using the provided portion(s) of the ID profile. Prefera bly,

the provided portions comprise identifying information relating to the workflow and/or an

underlying transaction

[00135] Having no described the general inventive concepts disclosed herein with

respect to ID business workflow integration, the following exemplary scenarios illustrate

application of those general concepts to several practical scenarios.

[80136] A s will become clear from the following exemplary embodiments, IDs may be

used to great advantage when integrated with business workflows of various types and in



various contexts. The exemplary scenarios are intended to be illustrative in nature and should

not be considered limiting on the scope of the present disclosures. Rather, any equivalent

application, permutation, variation, combination or synthesis of the presently disclosed

concepts that would be recognized by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading this

disclosure is incorporated herein.

[80137] Business WorkflowID integration

[60138] As described herein with reference to various exemplary scenarios, workflows

may leverage an ID and/or identifying information depicted thereon to synthesize or build an

identity profile for the particular workflow. The ID profile may be built specifically for a

particular workflow, or may be a more general ID profile built in a manner such as to be

compatible with a plurality of different workflow types. In preferred approaches, an ID

profile may be built in the course of performing one or more workflows, and stored for future

recall and/or use.

[ 0139] Moreover, stored ID profiles may be modified throughout the course of

performing subsequent workflows. In one illustrative approach, an ID profile may be updated

in order to update out-of-date identifying information such as pursuant to a change of

address, closing or opening of an account, etc. as would be understood by one having

ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[80140] In some approaches, the ID profile may comprise the ID. For example, in one

workflow an ID image is utilized for authentication purposes, as a "profile image" or

"security image" such as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions. Other security measures may be employed to ensure that

stored information from the ID, including the ID itself, is protected against unauthorized

access, in various approaches. Any suitable security measures known in the art may be

utilized, such as encryption, password authentication, biometric authentication, etc.

[80141] In other approaches, the ID profile may include any type of information useful to

the workflo w, and preferably includes identifying information depicted on the ID or on plurai

IDs. Even more preferably, the identifying information in the ID profile includes at least one

ID identifier such as defined above.

[80142] Moreover, an entity may have associated therewi th a plurality of ID profiles, and

each profile may be specifically tailored for a predetermined workflow instance, particular

workflow type, a downstream application, etc. as would be understood by one having

ordinar skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions. For instance, in one exemplary

scenario an individual utilizes the presently disclosed concepis to conduct various business



workflows, and maintains a plurality of ID profiles, each ID profile corresponding to a

specific one of the various business workflows. An automotive ID profile may, for example,

contain identifying information relating to the entity's driving record, driver's license,

automobile insurance, etc. Similarly, a financial ID profile may include identifying

information relating to an entity's financial status or activity, e.g. identifying information that

may be obtained from a credit report, an account statement, (ax filings, etc. A medical ID

profile may include identifying information such as may be obtained from medical records,

pharmaceutical records, medical insurance information, etc. as would be understood by one

having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[00143] For example, an ID often depicts information having utility in relation to an

activity of a workflow, such as a portrait, a name, a date of birth, an address, one or more

unique identifiers, etc. Using this information, an identity profile may be built for a particular

workflow based on information required to complete various activities in the workflow. In

one approach, a workflow involving a financial transaction includes building an identify

profile comprising a first name and fast name based on an ID. The workflow may

subsequently utilize the identity profile to automatically provide the first and last name in

connection with any financial transaction attempted in connection therewith.

[00144] In even more approaches, an ID profile may be built in connection with

conducting a particular workflow or instance of a workflow, and the ID profile may include

identifying information specific to that workflow and/or workflow instance. For example,

consider an illustrative scenario involving an automobile accident. An individual involved in

the accident, such as a driver, a law enforcement officer, an insurance agent, etc. reporting to

the scene of the accident needs to gather identifying information for all parties involved in the

accident. In order to do so, the officer launches a workflow (e.g. via an application installed

on a mobile device) and captures an image of a driver's license for each individual driver

involved in the accident. The image capture operation may include capturing additional

image data, including the front and back sides of the driver's license(s), automobile

registration card(s), proof(s) of insurance, etc. as would be understood by one having

ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[8(5145] In more approaches, the ID profile may include other types of data in addition to

or instead of image data. For example, in some approaches audio data may serve as an ID,

e.g. an audio clip comprising an individual's voice corresponding to the entity (e.g. the

individual's voice, the voice of a human agent representing a non-human entity, etc.). In this

manner, any characteristic of an entity that may serve as a distinguishing criterion (preferably



one or more immutable, physical characteristics such as voice, height, visual appearance,

gait, fingerprint, identifying marks such as scars, iatoos, barcodes, labels, logos, etc as would

be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions)

for the purposes of ID-based workflows disclosed herein

[80146] In the context of the above exemplary illustration, an ID profile for the workflow

may include identifying information for all the various involved parties, such as obtained

from various IDs for each driver as described above. The ID profile may optionally include

similar identifying information for other individuals pertinent to but not necessarily involved

in the accident, such as one or more passengers, witnesses, etc. The workilow may include

synthesizing the various identifying information gathered for each pertinent individual

(and/or entity) and submitting the information for processing and/or use in the course of the

workflow and/or other workflows, which may be independent of or related to the instant

workilow conducted in relation to the automobile accident.

[00147] For example, in various approaches parallel workflows may be merged into a

single workflow for unified processing (e.g. parallel workflows, each workflow

corresponding to a driver involved in the accident may be merged for singular or consolidated

processing by a single entity, authority, agency, etc. responsible for handling related

incidents, such as traffic violation cases, insurance claims, benefits claims, and the like)

[80148] In more approaches, additional workflows may be launched based in part on

satisfying one or more trigger conditions in the course of conducting the instant workflow in

relation to the automobile accident

[80149] Upon gathering pertinent identifying information, an ID profile, such as may be

generated in the course of the workflow by synthesizing the aforementioned identifying

information, is synthesized and submitted to a processing center, data repository, etc. The

receiving center, repository, etc. may optionally process incoming data submissions, and

complete the workflow for which the data were originally submitted or initiate additional

workflows (e.g. based on the submitted data and/or result of the workflow for which the data

were originally submitted, etc).

[001 SO] For example, a law enforcement officer reports to the scene of the automobile

accident, gathers identifying information for all involved drivers, witnesses, and passengers,

synthesizes the identifying information into an ID profile associated with the workflow

instance (e.g. via a unique identifier such as a workflow ID), and submits the ID profile for

storage and/or further processing.



[8(5151] In some embodiments, processing may include initiating or influencing additional

workflows based at least in part on identifying information in the submitted ID profi le

[00152] For example, continuing with the automobile accident scenario, upon the law

enforcement officer submitting the ID profile in connection with the workflow instantiated in

connection with the accident occurrence, the ID profile may be analyzed and a plurality of

additional workflows instantiated for one or more individuals, e.g. each driver, identified in

the ID profile.

[8(5153] The additional workflows may include, for example, updating driving records to

reflect the occurrence of the accident and any charges or violations that may have accrued in

connection therewith, beginning a review process before a pertinent transportation authority

(e.g. to evaluate or challenge assignment of fines, points, etc.; to initiate an offer to reduce

fines, points, etc. by enrolling in traffic education programs, etc. as would be understood by

one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions).

[00154] In another, similar exemplary scenario, one or more drivers in the automobile

accident are charged with a moving violation or other civil or criminal offense. The charges

may be issued by a same or similar law enforcement agency that responded to the accident,

and it may therefore be useful to leverage identifying information contained in the D profile

that was synthesized in connection with reporting the accident. For example, one of the

charged drivers requests trial by jury. In the course of scheduling the associated legal

proceedings, it may be useful to contact witnesses, e.g. as may be reflected in the ID profile

generated during the accident report workflow conducted by the law enforcement official.

Accordingly, in one approach a judicial proceeding associated with a particular accident may

utilize ID profile information gathered and/or submitted in connection with the accident

[00155] The judicial proceeding may therefore involve utilizing one or more workflows in

order to gather requisite information and/or contact involved parties. For example, in one

approach upon receiving a request for trial by jury, a judicial official initiates a workflow

configured to schedule hearings. A judicial official engaging the scheduling workflow

schedules a hearing date, and dispatches notification of the hearing to all involved parties,

e.g. al drivers, passengers and witnesses to the accident. In a particularly preferred approach,

the official engaging the scheduling workflow imports the automobile accident workflow ID

profile into the scheduling workflow, and based in whole or in part on the imported ID profile

the official may dispatch (or initiate a workflow or process for the dispatch of) notifications

to each individual informing them of the scheduled hearing date and requesting/ordering their

presence accordingly.



[8(5156] Returning now to business workflow integration, in various approaches the ID is

integrated into a business workflow in relation to one or more acti vities or rules of the

workflow. The D may be integrated partially or wholly, i.e. the activity or rule in relation to

which the ID is integrated may rely o the entire ID (e.g. the processed image of the ID), part

of the ID (e.g. a portion of the processed ID image such as a portion depicting a portrait,

unique symbol or identifier), and/or identifying information depicted on the ID. The ID or

identifying information may be used directly by the workflow, or may be utilized as part of

an intermediate process configured to gather, synthesize, deduce, extrapolate, or otherwise

determine information required for the workflow based on the ID or Identifying information,

respectively.

[80157] Financial Transaction Workflows

[00158] In one approach, a business workflow comprises a financial transaction, and the

financial transaction relies at least in part on he ID.

[ 0 9] As understood herein, a workflow activity, rule, related transaction, etc. "relies"

on an ID when the workflow or transaction utilizes part or all of the ID and/or identity

information depicted thereon to conduct at least a portion of the workflow or transaction.

Various manners in which a workflow may "rely" on an ID are described below with

reference to several exemplar ' implementations.

[8016(5] For example, in one approach a workflow (preferably a workflow comprising a

financial transaction) relies on an ID as a form of authentication. The authentication portion

of the workflow may include submitting the processed image of the ID, optionally along with

metadata associated with the processed image. The processed image of the ID and/or the

associated metadata may be compared to corresponding authentication data. Based on the

comparison, the progress of the workflow may be influenced, such as by permitting or

disallowing the financial transaction.

[80161] Advantageously, the financial transaction workflows described herein are not

limited to reliance on industry-standard conventions such as M CR characters to accomplish

the underlying financial transactions or any of the image processing operations performed on

the image data relating to the financial transactions. In this manner, the presently described

embodiments are distinct from those described in the relevant art of mobile financial services.

Rather, the presently disclosed embodiments, and any equivalents thereof that would be

recognized by a skilled artisan reading these descriptions, are configured to capture and

process images of various types of IDs under diverse environmental circumstances, and to



leverage those ID image data in the course of business workflows comprising one or more

financial transactions.

[00162] For example, and as will be described in further detail below with respect to the

classification and extraction aspects of these disclosures, the present techniques are

configured to capture an image of an ID or plural IDs, determine various characteristics of

and/'or identifying information depicted on the ID, and leverage the determined information

in the course of conducting the workflow.

[8(5163] According to the present example of a workflow comprising a financial

iransaction, the financial transaction may rely at least partially on he ID for authentication

purposes, e.g. as a form or source of authentication data.

[80164] In various approaches, authentication data may include any data and/ r metadata

suitable for comparison to the processed image of the ID and 'or associated metadata to

determine a partial or complete match therebetween. Authentication data may include

image(s), such as another image of the ID; another instance of the processed D image; a

portion of the ID image; etc. Authentication data may additionally and/'or alternatively

include image data descriptive of part or all of the processed ID image, such as the various

types of image data utilized in the processing image operation(s) described herein.

[00165] Authentication data may still further include identifying information, in some

approaches. Authentication data may additionally and/or alternatively include one or more

unique identifiers. The unique identifier(s) may optionally be depicted on the ID or a portion

of the ID, preferably a portion of the ID depicting unique image data, such as a facial

photograph, a hologram, a logo, a watermark, a barcode, etc. or any combination thereof.

Alternatively, unique identifiers may be generated, preferably based in whole or in part on

identifying data depicted on the ID, based in whole or in part on image data, generated de

novo, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the

present descriptions. In a preferred approach, unique identifiers are generated using an

encryption algorithm thai accepts as input (e.g. as a seed value) one or more of the

aforementioned types of authentication data.

[80 6] The authentication data may be stored and associated with the processed image for

convenient and quick recall in future instances of the workflow and/or other workflows.

Conversely, authentication data may be retrieved in conjunction with performing a

subsequent instance of the business workflow or another business workflow.

[80167] In another approach, a workflow relies on an ID as a source of data. The workflow

preferably performs classification and/'or extraction as described herein. Utilizing the ID



classification, identifying information extracted from the ID, or any other identifying

information determined at leasi partially based on the ID classification and/or exiracted data,

the workflow may determine requisite data to initiate, participate in, and/or complete one or

more workflow activities and/or associated transactions. Exemplary embodiments illustrating

various aspects of ID-based classification and extraction will be described in further detail

below.

[00168] In one exemplary scenario, the business workflow comprises submitting an

application for one or more of: financial services, e.g. a loan application, new financial

account application (for example a new bank account, investment account, credit line, etc.); a

license (for example a license to practice a restricted activity, trade or profession such as a

fishing license, driver's license, medical license, teaching license, etc.); a position, e.g. a job

application, school application, application for political candidacy, etc.; and an entitlement,

(e.g. unemployment, employment benefits, insurance reimbursement or coverage, Social

Security, welfare, Medicare/Medicaid, etc.). Moreover, the application process relies at least

in part on the ID.

[80 9] In another illustrative scenario, the business workflow is a financial reporting

workflow (e.g. expense reporting, reimbursement request, tax record management/archival,

etc.). Moreover, the financial reporting workflow relies at least in part on the ID.

[80170] For example, in one approach a financial reporting workflow includes activities

and rules configured to facilitate tracking tax-deductible business expenses for a small

business owner. The small business owner initiates an expense tracking functionality of the

financial reporting workflow, and in connection therewith capture an image of an ID, for

example a federal (ax employer identification card depicting the business owner's EIN. The

small business owner may also or alternatively image a personal ID such as a Social Security

card or driver license. The small business owner may also or alternatively image a standard

tax form depicting tax information corresponding to the small business and/or the small

business owner (e.g. a W-2, 1040, 1-9, 940, 94 , 944, any state tax form equivalent thereto,

etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions) as the ID. Regardless of the particular form of ID, the workflow relies at feast in

part on the ID to conduct the financial reporting portions thereof.

[00171] For example, in one embodiment the small business owner images receipts

corresponding to various business expenses incurred throughout the tax year. At the

conclusion of the tax year, the small business owner submits the receipt images in

conjunction with identifying information needed or useful to the tax return filing process. In



at least so e approaches, the receipt images may be submitted in conjunction with the

processed ID image.

[00172] In preferred approaches, the small business owner may utilize the financial

reporting workflow to determine eligibility of the various expenses depicted on the imaged

receipts. Each expense's eligibility may be determined at least in part using the ID, or

identifying information depicted therein. For example, in one approach the workflow

determines a business tax profile based at least in part on the ID, and using the business tax

profile determines which expenses are likely to be eligible for one or more deductions,

credits, or other tax benefits).

[00173] In a similar approach, a financial reporting workflow includes an expense tracking

functionality. The expense reimbursement functionality, rather than being configured for tax

purposes, is configured to assist an employee in tracking business-related expenses for

reimbursement purposes, such as a teacher o sales representative recording expenses

incurred in connection with employment-related activities.

[80174] For example, an employee invokes a financial reporting workflows' expense

reimbursement functionality, and in the course thereof submits an image of the employee's

ID (preferably an employer-issued D, but including any suitable form of ID). The image may

be captured in the course of performing the financial reporting workflow, or retrieved from

memory, in various embodiments.

[80175] Based in whole or in pa t on the ID, e.g. on identifying information depicted on

the ID such as an employee name, number, etc., the workflow loads an employee profile

including reimbursement eligibility information. Utilizing the reimbursement eligibility

information, the workflow analyzes one or mo e expenses submitted by the employee, and

determines eligibility of each expense. The employee may then apply for reimbursement of

the eligible expenses, or a reimbursement process may be automatically initiated, according

to employer preferences and/or policies.

[80176] In still yet another exemplary scenario, a business workflow comprises a tracking

process (e.g. tracking shipment/delivery of goods or services, tracking of employee

performance, tracking customer patronage, etc.) and the tracking process relies at least in part

on the ID.

[00177] To illustrate, consider various situations involving a provider and intended

recipient of goods or sendees such as a merchant and customer, professional and client, etc.

Each of the parties to the exchange possess an ID. The ID is utilized in conjunction with the



tracking activity to authenticate the identity of the provider/delivery person and/or the

recipient.

[00178] For example, in one approach a package is scheduled for delivery. The delivery

person may "check in" to the tracking activity upon arrival at the distribution facility, one or

more intermediate destinations, and/or the intended recipient's delivery address. The delivery

person submits to the workflow an image of an ID, preferably an employee ID, and the image

is processed. The processed ID image is stored, e.g. in association with authentication

information corresponding to the delivery person.

[00179] During a "cheek in," the employee's unique authentication information, optionally

including the ID or identifying information depicted thereon, may be utilized to validate

tracking information. For example, a package may be tracked using a unique identifier

associated w h the package (i.e. a tracking number such as commonly used on shipping

labels) according to known methods. The package-level tracking may be verified using the

presently described employee-level check in, for example by comparing package tracking

data to corresponding check in data, optionally using identifying information corresponding

to the delivery person to which the package is assigned, such as may be depicted on an

employee ID corresponding to the delivery person.

[00180] Accordingly, the "check-in" may optionally include capturing one or more of: an

image of the delivery person's ID; an image of the delivered package; an image of the

delivery address, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions. Alternatively, the delivery person may log i to the tracking

workflow using a mobile device optionally configured to facilitate tracking the package, e.g.

a scanner configured to scan barcodes on shipping labels, a mobile phone or PDA having a

camera integrated therewith and configured to track packages using an application and a

camera integrated into the mobile phone, PDA, etc.

[00181] The "check in" data comprising the ID may be compared against reference

information to improve delivery accuracy and reporting. For example, check in data may be

compared to chain-of-custody documentation, employer-maintained records, vendor-provided

records, etc.. In this manner, it is possible for a carrier to verify delivery of the package at the

intended address, and for an employer to track and maintain records in association with

individual employees, e.g. for performance evaluation purposes.

[00182] In related approaches, the ID corresponds to an intended recipient of sendees, or a

candidate in an application process relating to a business workflow. The service or

application process involves an appointment, such as in the case of an individual who



previously scheduled a appointment for a financial consultation, or an interview for a job.

Exemplary appointments relating to business workflows may include any appointment to

deliver services, such as legal services, medical services, consultation services, etc.

Exemplary appointments may also include interviews, e.g. in connection with an application

process, according to additional embodiments. In order to ensure maintenance of an

appointment schedule and/or verify presence of all involved parties at the appointed time

(particularly the service provider/ixiterviewer/etc. and/or the service recipient/candidate/etc),

a workflow may involve a "check in" process requiring or requesting the intended recipient

verif presence and/or identity in connection with the appointment.

[00183] In this manner, it is possible for service providers to ensure efficient provision of

services, for example by detecting missed appointments, adjusting for scheduling conflicts,

etc. Service providers may also desire to track scheduling problems occurring on the service

provider's end. For example, providers may desire to track employee performance, to provide

incentives to customers, employees, members of a particular private or professional

community, organization, etc. or any other equivalent activity benefitting from the use of an

ID in the course of a tracking workflow that would be appreciated by a skilled artisan aware

of the presently described inventive concepts.

[00184] For example, employee performance may be tracked according to average

appointment time, number of missed appointments, etc., in various approaches. In more

approaches, incentives may include compensation for canceled, late, or rescheduled service

occurring because of circumstances under the service provider's control; rewards in response

to a customer scheduling and/or timely attending a predetermined number of appointments;

etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the instant

disclosures.

[00185] Accordingly, the ID may be captured and/or processed in association with

performing part or all of the tracking workflow, and the processed ID image is utilized in

conjunction with the tracking workflow. The ID may be utilized for authentication purposes,

e.g. as a unique identifier by which an employer may track an employee or a customer. The

ID may additionally and/or alternatively be utilized as a means of facilitating identification of

a pertinent individual to a particular transaction, such as an individual service provider,

customer, etc.

[00186] For example, in one approach an employer wishes to track customer satisfaction,

and in connection with a tracking workflow provides customers an option to submit reviews

of service received. The customer may be assisted in identifying the particular individuals)



rendering service by being permitted to review one or more images of various employees,

e.g. images of the employee IDs or a portrait depicted on an employee ID. Upon selecting a

particular image, the customer may be directed to submit comments, and those comments

may be associated with the corresponding employee's performance tracking profile for

subsequent use in connection with performance reviews, promotions, etc. as would be

understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[00187] IB Classification and Workflowintegration

[80188] The aforementioned scenarios generally set forth illustrative embodiments of

workflows in which the presently disclosed ID-oriented techniques may be applied. It should

be appreciated that several of the exemplary workflows may be further facilitated by

leveraging additional analysis of the ID, and influencing the progression of the workflow

based on the additional analysis.

[80189] Optionally, additional ID analysis may include classifying the ID, extracting data

from the D, or both.

[00190] An exemplary embodiment of ID classification may include conducting part or al

of a workflow where an ID may be classified according to several criteria, or at several

levels, using one or more separate analyses, in various approaches.

[00191] Some or all of the classification operations may involve separate analyses, or

similar analyses, depending on the nature of the classifications and the workflow. In myriad

approaches, classification may be performed in an iterative fashion, each iteration preferably

classifying the ID according to increasingly specific levels of resolution such as identified in

the preceding example for a multi-level ID classification. Accordingly, the presently

disclosed classification procedures may, in some approaches, include iterativeiy classifymg a

document according to multiple levels of specificity, where each iteration includes

determining the document belongs to a particular subclass falling within a broader class to

which the document was determined to belong in a prior iteration.

[80192] In one generic example, a fi rs iteration may classify a document as an ID. A

second iteration may classify the ID as a particular type of D, e.g. a license. A third iteration

may classify the license as a particular type of license, e.g. a driver's license or hunting

license. A fourth iteration may classify the type of license according to a still further subclass,

such as classifying the driver's license as a commercial driver's license or non- commercial

driver's license; similarly a fourth iteration may classify the hunting license according to a

type of game or weapon to which the license applies, e.g. a bow-hunting license, a fishing

license, etc. A fifth iteration may classify the license even further, e.g. classifying the various



types of license determined in the fourth iteration further according to an issuing authority or

jurisdiction (typically a state or state agency), e.g. classifying the (non)commercial driver's

license as a Maryland (non)commercial driver's license, classifying the bow-hunting license

as a Virginia bow-hunting license, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill

in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[80193] Moreover, each iterative classification may be based at least in part on a result of

the classification determined in a prior operation, e.g. by defining a search space or

parameters for use in comparing to the imaged document to perform the classification.

Accordingly, in the aforementioned example upon determining a document is an ID, the

second iteration may search among a smaller search space (also referred to herein as a search

"subspace"), the subspace including only ID subclasses (e.g. driver's license, hunting license,

passport, etc.). Similarly, the third iteration may search a space including only driver's

license subclasses (e.g. commercial, non-commercial, motorcycle, etc.), and the fourth

iteration may search among a space including only subclasses within the previously

determined driver's license subclass (e.g. searching among commercial driver's licenses

classifications defined by state). A fifth iteraiion may search among a still smaller space

including only a subset of that particular subclass determined in the fourth iteration, e.g.

searching among different types of Maryland commercial driver's licenses to determine

whether the particular Maryland commercial driver's license is a learner's permit or a full

driver's license, whether the particular Maryland commercial driver's license is subject to

one or more particular restrictions (e.g. corrective lenses), etc. and may be classified

accordingly, such as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading

the present descriptions.

[00194] It should be further understood that with respect to any given iteration of an iterative

classification process, a "subclass" to which an ID is determined to belong in an "n " iteration

may be considered the "class" to which the ID is determined to belong for purposes of the

"n+l " iteration. Accordingly, in one embodiment of the presently disclosed iterative

classification processes, a document is determined to belong to the class "identity document"

or "ID" in a first classification iteration. In a second classification iteration, the ID is

determined to belong to one of a plurality of ID subclasses, e.g. "driver's license", "passport,"

etc. In a third iteration, the classification includes determining whether, e.g. the driver's license

belongs to one of a plurality of driver's license subclasses, e.g. a driver's license issued by a

particular state. In the foregoing example, the class "ID" may be considered a subclass of the

broader class of "documents" with respect to the first classification iteration, but considered



the broader class with respect to the second classification iteration, i.e. "ID" is a broad class

encompassing the various subclasses of ID evaluated in the second classification iteration.

Similarly, while "driver's license" is considered a subclass of the "ID" class, for purposes of

the third classification iteration described above "driver's license" may be considered a class

encompassing the various "state" subclasses.

[80195] Accordingly, as referred to herein, the term "subclass" may be understood to

encompass a plurality of members sharing a least one common characteristic also common

to members of a "class" or "classification" to which the subclass belongs, but which not all

members of the subclass exhibit. Put another way, all members of a subclass share a common

characteristic that distinguishes each member of the subclass from members of other

subcfass(es) not exhibiting the common characteristic.

[80196] Classification may include defining a plurality of classifications to which a

particular ID belongs. The various classifications may have one of several relationships

generally referred to herein as either "concentric" "parallel" or "overlapping." According to

this general paradigm, and as shown schematically in FiG. 3, a series of classifications are

arranged in a hierarchical manner, with each subclass being related to other subclasses as

follows.

[80197] As demonstrated schematically in FIG. 3, a series 3 8 of concentric classifications

382, 304, 306, 308 and 310, are considered "concentric," with 302 being broadest and 310

being most narrow. 310 is a subclass of cla ss 308, 308 is a subclass of class 386, 306 is a

subclass of class 304, and 304 is a subclass of class 302. Moreover, each and every member

of a particular subclass fails completely within the broader definition according to which

members of the parent "class" are defined.

[00198] Similarly, and again as shown in FIG. 3, classifications 312, 314, 316 and 318 are

"parallel." In other words, each of the parallel classifications 312-318 fall within a single

broad "parent" class 310, but none of the parallel classifications 312-318 share any definitive

characteristics of the respective classifications (i.e. the members of each class may in fact

have common features, but for purposes of the particular definitions of each classification, no

two features are common among "parallel" classifications - there is no "overlap" between the

class definitions).

[00199] "Overlapping" classifications are similar to "parallel" classifications, with the

exception that members of parallel classifications share at least one common feature and

exhibit at least one distinguishing feature with respect to each other. In Fig. 3, classifications

312 and 320 are "overlapping."



[8(5280] Features may include, in various embodiments, any type of information capable of

being derived from the image captured/received. For example, features may include,

preferably, one or more of image element characteristics and text element characteristics.

Features can be image-based, such as color information, edge information, texture

information, shape information, histogram information, and so on. In addition, Features can

include text-based 1features, such as a cluster, blob o bag of words, character n-grams, wo d

surface forms such as whole word, etc. Features can include text location features and/or text

layout features, in various approaches.

[8(5281] Additionally and/or alternatively , the classification may include classifying the ID

using multiple individually classified elements of a single ID; e.g. classifying a ID utilizing

textual information depicted on the ID, and separately classifying the ID using image data

such as a facial photograph also depicted on the ID. Where classification involves use of

multiple elements, classification may be determined for each element, and the classification

results may then may then be compared, e.g. for validation purposes, and/or merged to

generate an overall classification for the document based on the individual classification

results achieved using the individual elements of the single ID.

[88282] In at least some approaches, one classification iteration may influence the

parameters of a subsequent classification iteration, for example by modifying a ist of factors

considered in a subsequent operation, a relative contribution of one or more of the factors

(e.g. via weighted analyses or computations), a list of eligible or potential classes into which

the previously classified object may be further classified, etc.

[88283] Moreover, iterative classification may be utilized to improve performance or

accuracy of a classification technique, for example improving accuracy by dividing an overall

classification process considering a wide variety of factors in a complex computation into a

series of simpler computations. In this manner, iterative classification is capable of

segregating various members into less ambiguous or unambiguous groups than the overall

classification process attempting to consider all factors simultaneously. By reducing the

number of classification factors, potential classifications, and/or potential class members

considered at each iteration, the classification may be performed using less compute

resources, as well as accomplish greater accuracy and/or precision, in multiple embodiments.

[88284] Those having ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that reducing the number of

factors, classifications, eligible class members, etc. may become detrimental past a certain

threshold where the various classes comprise sufficient "overlap" between characteristics of

each class that the hierarchy effectively breaks down - all members may be classified



according to the class such that classification loses significance (since all members belong).

The degree of separation required between various classifications in order to avoid this

problematic "lumping" of members into a single class depends upon the nature of the

individual members (e.g. how "varied" each member of a class may be, as indicated by a

number of unique or distinguishing features of the class compared to other class(es)).

Therefore, in some approaches a classification may be irained, tuned, or built so as to avoid

iterative classification causing problematic "coarseness" in the classification granularity that

may compromise the capability to resolve individual exemplars into various classes using

classification as described herein.

[80285] Of course, in additional approaches, classification may be utilized in multiple

stages of an overall workflow, and may serve a different purpose at each stage of the

workflow. In related approaches, particularly where an ID may be classified at multiple

"levels" of specificity (e.g. plural "concentric" classifications apply to a particular ID), the

various levels of classification may be utilized in multiple stages of an overall workflow.

[80286] For example, in one exemplary workflow a user authentication operation may

utilize credentials, which may optionally be provided in the form of an image of an employee

ID. A user engaged in the workflow may initiate the authentication operation, and capture an

image of an ID. The first classification stage of the workflow may include classifying the

document depicted in the image as an employee ID based on image data. A subsequent

classification stage within the workflow may include classifying the employee ID as an

authorized class based on textual information depicted on the ID (e.g. security code, image,

etc.).

[8(5287] Classification may be based on any number of ID characteristics, including

characteristics of the ID as depicted in the image (and preferably the processed image) such

as characteristics suitable for use in computing feature vectors or feature matrices.

[80288] As understood herein, "objects" include any tangible thing represented in an

image and which may be described according to at least one unique characteristic such as

color, size, dimensions, shape, texture, or representative feature(s) as would be understood by

one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions. Additionally,

objects include or classified according to at least one unique combination of such

characteristics. For example, in various embodiments objects may include but are in no way-

limited to persons, animals, vehicles, buildings, landmarks, documents, furniture, plants, etc.

as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.



[8(5289] Object features within the scope of the present disclosures may include any

feature capa ble of being recognized in a digital image, and preferably any feature capable of

being expressed in a numerical format (whether scalar, vector, or otherwise), e.g. location of

subregion containing reference object(s) (especially in one or more object orientation states,

such as landscape, portrait, etc.) object color profile, or color scheme, object subregion color

profile or color scheme, location of text, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary

skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[8(5210] The first feature vector and/or reference feature matrices may include a plurality

of feature vectors, where each feature vector corresponds to a characteristic of a

corresponding object class, e.g. a characteristic minimum, maximum, average, etc. brightness

in one or more color channels at a particular location (pixel or section), presence of a

particular symbol or other reference object at a particular location, dimensions, aspect ratio,

pixel density (especially black pixel density , but also pixel density of any other color

channel), etc.

[802 ] n accordance with another inventive embodiment commensurate in scope with

the present disclosures a method may be earned out in any suitable environment. Of course,

more or less operations than those described below may be performed in accordance with the

method, as would be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.

[80212] n a first operation, a first feature vector is generated based on a digital image

captured by a mobile device.

[88213] In a second operation, the first feature vector is compared to a plurality of

reference feature matrices.

[8(5214] In a third operation, an object depicted in the digital image is classified as a

member of a particular object class based at least in part on the comparing (e.g. the

comparing performed in the second operation).

[80215] In a fourth operation, one or more object features of the object are determined

based at least in part on the particular object class.

[88216] For example, in one approach a multi-level ID classification includes first

classifying a document depicted in an image as an ID (e.g. as opposed to other types of

document such as a financial document like a check or remittance slip), then classify ing the

ID as a particular type of ID (e.g. driver's license, credit card, social security card, tax form,

passport, military ID, employee ID, insurance card, etc.), then as a member of a particular

class of IDs within a type of ID (e.g. Navy , Army o Air Force military ID classes; cla sses of



driver's license organized by distinctions such as commercial/private, or according to state;

classes of insurance card by provider, classes of credit card by servicing financial entity or

bank; etc) and so on, as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions.

[802 ] Thus, in such approaches the classification may include an N-dimensional feature

space comparison. In at least one approach, N is greater than 50, but of course, N may be any

value sufficiently large to ensure robust classification of objects into a single, correct object

class, which those having ordinary skill in the art reading the present descriptions will

appreciate to vary according to many factors, such as the complexity of the object, the

similarity or distinctness between object classes, the number of object classes, etc.

[80218] As understood herein, "objects" include any tangible thing represented in an

image and which may be described according to at least one unique characteristic such as

color, size, dimensions, shape, texture, or representative feaiure(s) as would be understood by

one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions. Additionally,

objects include or classified according to at least one unique combination of such

characteristics. For example, in various embodiments objects may include but are in no way

limited to persons, animals, vehicles, buildings, landmarks, documents, furniture, plants, etc.

as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.

[80219] Fo example, in one embodiment where attempting to classify an object depicted

in a digital image as one of only a small number of object classes (e.g. 3-5 object classes),

each object class being characterized by a significant number of starkly distinguishing

features or feature vectors (e.g. each object class corresponding to an object or objeet(s)

characterized by very different size, shape, color profile and/or color scheme and easily

distinguishable reference symbols positioned in unique locations on each object class, etc.), a

relatively low value of N may be sufficiently large to ensure robust classification.

[8022(5] On the other hand, where attempting to classify an object depicted in a digital

image as one of a large number of object classes (e.g. 30 or more object classes), and each

object class is characterized by a significant number of simi r features or feature vectors, and

only a few distinguishing features or feature vectors, a relatively high value of N may be

preferable to ensure robust classification. Similarly, the value of is preferably chosen or

determined such that the classification is not only robust, but also computationally efficient;

i.e. the classification process(es) introduce only minimal processing overhead to the device(s)

or sysiem(s) utilized to perform the classification algorithm.



[8(5221] The value of thai achieves the desired balance between classification robustness

and processing overhead will depend on many factors such as described above and others that

would be appreciated by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions. Moreover, determining the appropriate value of N to achieve the desired balance

may be accomplished using any known method or equivalent thereof as understood by a

skilled artisan upon reading the instant disclosures.

[80222] In a concrete implementation, directed to classifying driver licenses according to

state and distinguishing driver licenses from myriad other document types, it was determined

that a 625-dimensional comparison (N = 625) provided a preferably robust classification

without introducing unsatisfactorily high overhead to processing performed using a variety of

current-generation mobile devices.

[80223] In the simplest example of such feature-space discrimination, imagining a two-

dimensional feature space with one feature plotted along the ordinate axis and another feature

plotted along the abscissa, objects belonging to one particular class may be characterized by

feature vectors having a distribution of values clustered in the lower-right portion of the

feature space, while another class of objects may be characterized by feature vectors

exhibiting a distribution of values clustered in the upper-left portion of the feature space, and

the classification algorithm may distinguish between the two by identifying a line between

each cluster separating the feature space into two classes - "upper left" and "lower-right." Of

course, as the number of dimensions considered in the feature space increases, the complexity

of the classification grows rapidly, but also provides significant improvements to

classification robustness, as will be appreciated by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions.

[80224] In general, core classification and data extraction may be performed in any

manner as disclosed in U.S. Patent Application Nos. 13/802,226 and 14/209,825,

respectively.

[80225] Referring still to the Figures, FIG 6 depicts a method 8 generally illustrating the

overall inventive process of integrating ID classification techniques and/or mobile

implementations thereof into business workflows, according to one embodiment. The method

680 may be practiced in any environment, using any number of suitable resources, such as

depicted in FIGS. 1-3, among others.

[80226] The method 608 includes operation 682, where an image comprising an ID is

received or captured, preferably using a mobile device.



[8(5227] The method 600 also includes operation 6(54, in which the ID is classified. The

classification may take any form such as described herein, but preferably the classifying is

based at least in part on comparing feature vector data. The comparison may include comparing

feature vector(s) to reference feature vector(s), a reference feature matrix or matrices, and/or

by performing any number of pre-comparison analyses, computations, operations, or

transformations of the feature vector (e.g. in one approach feature vectors may be subjected to

a weighting process, and the resulting products compared rather than comparing the feature

vectors per se). In more approaches, the presently disclosed techniques may leverage support

vector machines (SVMs) or SVM techniques to generate, describe, manipulate, etc. feature

vectors and/or matrices.

[80228] In operation 6 6, method 600 includes providing the ID and the ID classification to

a workflow, preferably a workflow also instantiated on the mobile device and/or executable at

least in part using the mobile device. The ID and ID classification may be provided to the

workflow in any suitable manner, e.g. by storing one or more of the D and the ID classification

to memory and associating the corresponding memory locations with the workflow, by

communicating with a remote data storage system storing the ID and/or ID classification, via

another workflow or another operation within a same workflow, etc. as would be understood

by skilled artisans reading these descriptions.

[80229] With continuing reference to FIG. 6, method 680 includes operation 608, where at

least a portion of the workflow is di iven based at least in part on the ID and the ID classification.

Preferably, the workflow is driven based on identifying information represented in the ID

and/or determined using identifying information or other information (e.g. an ID identifier)

obtained from the ID. The workflow is even more preferably also driven based on the ID

classification, e.g. determining select workflows from among a plurality of workflows to which

the ID classification relates, pertains, or is applicable.

[80230] In various embodiments, driving the workflow may include directing the workflow

down one of several potential alternative paths, influencing an outcome of a workflow activity,

influencing a workflow rule, defining a workflow activity and/or rule, etc. as would be

understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[00231] In some approaches, method 600 may optionally include one or more alternative

and/or additional features, functions or operations, such as described herein.

[80232] For example, in one embodiment a method 600 processes an image to identify a

plurality of documents depicted therein, and preferably to identify each ID among the plurality

of additional documents. Even more preferably, this embodiment of method 600 may include



classifying each identified ID and analyzing each classified ID based in whole or in part on the

classification thereof

[88233] Referring again to the Figures, and having now set forth the various definitions

relevant to the presently disclosed concepts, a general ID Classification workflow integration

includes operations such as set forth in method 7 0 as depicted in FIG. 7, according to one

embodiment. The method 78(5 may be practiced in any environment, using any number of

suitable resources, such as depicted in FIGS. 1-3, among others.

[8(5234] The method 788 includes operation 782, where at least one image comprising an ID

or multiple IDs is received o captured, preferably using a mobile device.

[88235] The method 700 also includes operation 704, in which identifying information is

determined from at feast one of the IDs. The identifying information may be determined from

the ID(s) directly, e.g. using an OCR operation or the like, using a lookup operation, e.g. as

described herein with respect to ID identifiers and the capacity thereof to serve as a "key" to

which identifying information may be a value or values i a relational database or other similar

data structure, in some approaches. Of course, identifying information may be determined from

the ID(s) in any suitable manner without departing from the scope of the instant disclosures.

[88236] In operation 7 6, method 700 includes building a ID profile based on the

identifying information determined previously. For example, while building an ID profile may-

include any suitable manner of combining, associating, relating or describing plural pieces of

identifying information. Preferabiy, the ID profile is built in manner such tha the identifying

information are assembled in a context-dependent or context-sensitive manner (e.g. associating

plural pieces of identifying mformation all relevant to a particular type of transaction, workflow

activity, business process, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art

upon reading the present descriptions). The D profile may include any type of identifying

information as well as other mformation relevant to one or more portions of a workflow.

Moreover, in various embodiments ID profiles may be built in a manner to be specific to a

particular entity, e.g. an ID profile may relate exclusively to a plurality of human individuals

authorized to act as agents on behalf of a corporate entity, relate to a single human individual,

etc.

[88237] With continuing reference to FIG. 7, method 70 includes operation 708, where the

ID profile is stored to a memory, preferably a memory of the mobile device. The ID profile

may be stored in any suitable format, and is preferably stored in association with at least one

workflow or workflow component (e.g. activity, rule, tool, operation, etc.) to which the ID

profile relates. Even more preferably, the ID profile is stored in a manner sufficient to facilitate



facile location, recall, and/or use of the information contained therein in any number of

workflows capable of being performed in whole or in par using the mobile device. For

example, in one approach an ID profile may be stored in association with metadata that

comprises one or more identifiers corresponding to the workffow(s) or workflow component(s)

to which the ID profile relates. Those workflows may optionally invoke the relevant ID profile

or portions thereof by using the metadata, in some approaches.

[00238] Method 7 further includes an operation 710 where a workflow configured to

facilitate a business transaction is invoked. Workflows, as understood herein, may facilitate

business transactions in any suitable manner, e.g. by providing essential information upon

which the business transaction relies (e.g. financial information corresponding to one or more

parties to a financial transaction; medical information requisite to a medical diagnosis or a

referral requisite to scheduling a medical appointment; etc. as would be understood by one

having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions. Moreover, the workflow

is preferably invoked in association with the ID, D profile, and/or identifying information

relating thereto.

[80239] In operation 712, method 70 includes detecting a predetermined stimulus in the

workflow. The stimulus relates to the business transaction, and preferably the stimulus includes

an indication, request, requirement, operation, calculation, etc. reflecting how the workflow

relies upon, requires, or would otherwise benefit from particular knowledge, preferably

knowledge comprising identifying information such as depicted on or otherwise associated

with IDs as described herein.

[00240] For example, a predetermined stimulus in the context of a workflow configured to

facilitate a financial transaction ma include attempting an operation relying on an entity's

financial information (e.g. a name, account number, routing number, security code, address,

etc.), and/or displaying a user interface comprising one or more fields relating to requiring or

configured to receive, store, etc. an entity's financial information.

[80241] In another example, a workflow configured to facilitate a tracking operation may-

include predetermined stimuli such as invoking one or more predetermined user interfaces or

workflow operations, e.g. a "login" or authentication interface may indicate initiation of a

situation to which the tracking operation applies (e.g. a delivery person logs in to a tracking

application and scans packages upon receipt'pickup) while a "logout" or checkout interface

may indicate termination of the situation to which the tracking operation applies, arrival at or

completion of an intermediate destmation, checkpoint, etc.; as would be understood by one

having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.



[8(5242] In operation 714, at least partially in response to detecting the predetermined

stimulus, some or a l of he ID profile information is provided to the workflow. The poriion of

the ID profile information provided to the workflow may include identifying information

and/or other information, and preferably the portion of the ID profile provided to the workflow

also relates to the predetermined stimulus. For example, a preferred scenario would include a

workflo configured to process a financial transaction relying on an entity's cheeking account

number and routing number. The workflow comprises a user interface having fields for the

checking and account nitmber. The workflow is also associated with one or more ID profiles

including account and checking numbers for one or more entities. In response to presenting the

user interface having the account/routing number fields, the workflow is provided the account

and/or routing number from an TD profile corresponding to an entity engaging the workflow

(e.g. as may be indicated by a prior authentication interface wherein a user authorized to act as

an agent on behalf of a corporate entity, and/or a user acting on their own capacity "logged" in

to the workflow).

[80243] In operation 7 , accordingly, at least a portion of the workflow is driven using the

provided portion of the ID profile. Again according to the above account/routing number

example, the workflow may process an associated financial transaction using the account

and/or routing number. Of course any other suitable form of "driving" the workflow as

described herein may also be utilized in operation 716 without departing from the scope of the

presently described embodiments.

[80244] In additional approaches, the method(s) 600 and/or 788 may include one or more

additional and or alternative operations and/or functionalities such as described in further detail

below with respect to various exemplary embodiments.

[00245] In one approach, classification may be based in whole or in part on techniques

utilizing feature vectors, reference feature matrices, and feature vector comparison as disclosed

therein.

[80246] In additional approaches, ID classification may include performing one or more

iterative classification operations, each iteration preferably comprising classifying the D

according to more specific categories or classes which may be subsumed by a generic class,

classification, or category.

[00247] For example, in one approach ID classification may comprise a plurality of

classification operations. In a first classification, an image depicting a document is classified,

and the document depicted in the image is classified as an ID.



[8(5248] In a second classification, the ID is subjected to additional classification, and the

ID is classified according to one of a plurality of ID categories, such as categorizing IDs

according to the intended use or application therefor, including financial IDs, medical IDs,

employment IDs, permit IDs, etc. and/or according to an ID type, such as driver's license,

passport, hunting permit, employee ID card, Social Security card, etc. as would be understood

by one having ordinar skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[0024.9] In a third and/or subsequent classification, the ID may be still further classified

according to one of a plurality of classes within a particular ID category and/or ID type, such

as described above. In principle the ID may be classified according to any number of criteria,

and may be classified according to an iterative approach further refining the ID classification

according to the particular needs of a downstream workflow relying in whole or in part on the

ID and or identifying information depicted therein.

[8025(5] Fo example, in one implementation a workflow includes receiving an image of a

document, and processing the image. The processed image is subjected to a classification

operation, which determines whether the document is or should be classified as an ID. Upon

determining the document classification is "ID," the workflow may include further classifying

the D, e.g. classifying the ID as a license. Additional classifications may include determining

the ID is a vehicular license (e.g. as opposed to a hunting license, fishing license, professional

license, etc.) In similar approaches, the vehicular license may be classified according to the

activity, administrative entity, or body of law pertaining to the license, such as classifying

vehicular licenses as one or more of a driver's license, a commercial driver's license, a non

commercial driver's license, a pilot's license, a boating license, etc.; and may be still further

classified according to a type of vehicle to which the license applies, such as motorcycles, non

commercial vehicles, commercial vehicles, automobiles, locomotives, watercraft, aircraft, etc.

as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon considering the instant

disclosures.

[80251] In more embodiments, the exemplary ID classification process may include

determining the ID corresponds to one among a plurality of ID types relating to the ID

classification. ID types preferably include a plurality of useful categories into which the ID

class is subdivided. More preferably, the types are defined with respect to applicability to

downstream business process integration and/or workflow performance. For example,

illustrative types according to various embodiment may include separating classes of driver

licenses by state, insurance documents by provider, financial documents by bank or financial

institution, financial documents by servicing/processing entity (e.g. VISA, AMEX, etc.)),



passports by country, immigration documents by country of national origin and' r issuing

country/authority, etc as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions.

[80252] n more approaches, the classification techniques and ' r workflows leveraging TD

classification may involve associating one or more of the ID classification^) with the image of

the ID. Preferably, the association is or reflects a data-metadata relationship, e.g. between the

image data and the classification of the ID depicted in the image data. More preferably, both

the data and metadata are stored to a local memory component, such as a memory of a mobile

phone. Even more preferably, the data and/or metadata are stored in a manner so as to permit

ease of access and utilization by one or more workfl ows. For example, the data and ' r metadata

may be stored in a format compatible with the workflow and/or software associated with the

workflow (especially image processing software). In such approaches, exemplary inventive

concepts described herein may include associating various data with other data or processes,

e.g. workflow operations, etc. For example, in one embodiment the image depicting the ID may¬

be associated with a classification to which the ID is determined to belong. Optionally, but

preferably, the classification is associated with the image as metadata tag(s) applied to the

image data.

[00253] However, in some approaches only one of the data and metadata are stored, e.g. in

the case of a workflow that relies on the image data only for classification purposes, or has no

further use for the image data after performing a successful classification thereof. In other

embodiments, a workflow may include determining a classification of an ID depicted in the

image data, and discarding the image data upon determining the classifi cation in this manner,

it may be possible to process image data once, determine classification information pertaining

thereto, and subsequently store and utilize the classification information without having to

retain the image data

[80254] In even more approaches, the presently disclosed classification techniques may

additionally and/or alternatively include performing classification on image data including

depiction(s) of plural documents. The depictions may be present in a single image, plural

images, video data, etc. and may include depictions of IDs and documents other than IDs, as

well as a plurality of each type of document, in various approaches. Regardless of the number

and type of documents depicted in the image data, classification thereof includes processing

the image(s) to identify one or more of the IDs among the plurality of documents depicted in

the image(s); and classifying each of the identified IDs.



[8(5255] Embodiments leveraging plural documents, and particularly plural IDs, benefit

from the advantageous capability to synthesize an identity profile that may include more

identifying information than necessary to engage in a particular workflow or associated

transaction, but which is also accordingly applicable to a broader range of workflows or

transactions than the particular workflow or associated transaction requiring only the subset of

the identify ing information.

[00256] An identity profile may be synthesized in any suitable manner, according to various

approaches. For example, in one embodiment an identity profile is synthesized utilizing

identifying information determined from the IDs, utilizing non-identifying information

determined from the IDs, and/or utilizing identifying information determined a least in part

based on the ID (e.g. utilizing identifying and/or non-identifying information from an ID or set

of IDs to look up identifying information requisite for a workflow but not depicted on that

particular ID or set of IDs), utilizing metadata stored in association with an ID or set of IDs

(e.g. where the metadata comprises identifying information, and/or where the metadata may be

utilized in a similar manner as described above to look up associated identifying information

requisite for the workflow), etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art

upon reading the present descriptions.

[80257] In still more approaches, classification may include analyzing each of the classified

IDs to determine at least some identifying information therefrom. Preferably, the identifying

information is determined in he course of the analysis based at least in part on the ID

classification.

[80258] Even more preferably, the identity profile is synthesized from identifying

information determined from at least two of the classified IDs, and each of the at least two

classified IDs comprising the identifying information may be utilized as a tool for purposes of

cross-verification, e.g. to ensure consistency and/or accuracy of the information included in the

corresponding identity profile.

[80259] In any event, regardless of the technique utilized to synthesize a given identity

profile, (e.g. from one or more IDs and optionally including one or more sources of identifying

information other than IDs), at least some of the identifying information from the identity

profile is utilized in the course of the business workflow. Accordingly, identifying information

from the identity profile may be submitted to the business workflow, in one embodiment.

[80260] In still more embodiments, analyzing classified IDs may include utilizing an ID

classification to determine identifying information depicted on the ID. For example, in one

embodiment an ID is classified, and, based in whole or in part on the classification, a template



corresponding to the classification is determined. The template may include instructions for

locating and/or identifying various types of information depicted on an ID, especially

identifying information, in preferred approaches. The templates contemplated herein may

include any suitable form of instructions for locating and/or identifying various types of

identifying information, such as would be apparent to one having ordinary skill in the art upon

being apprised of these disclosures.

[00261] For example, in one approach a template includes instructions providing an absolute

location of identifying information depicted on an ID, such as coordinate information

corresponding to a range of pixels depicting the identifying information. In other approaches,

a template includes providing a relative location of identifying information depicted on an ID.

The template may include instructions and/or knowledge that two particular types of

identifying information are consistently located within close physical proximity on the ID,

and/or with a particular relative arrangement of the identifying information, such as various

identifying information being arranged vertically or horizontally adjacent other information,

identifying information being arranged on a same or an opposite face, side, edge or corner of

the ID with respect to other information, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary

skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[80262] In another embodiment, a workflow may leverage classification as a filter to

effectively reduce computational cost of downstream operations in the workflow. For example,

in one approach a workflow includes retrieving one or more records corresponding to an entity,

and using those records in the course of the workflow to reduce downstream processing.

Illustrative examples may include a workflow involving a credit check, a background check, a

driving record review, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon

reading the present descriptions.

[00263] In one embodiment, a workflow classifies an ID such as a driver's license. Based

on classifying the ID as a driver's license issued by a particular state, downstream operations,

e.g. retrieving associated driving records, financial records, criminal records, etc may be

facilitated by reducing the search space within which the workflow must search for the

associated records. For example, by determining an ID is a Maryland driver's license,

subseqitent retrieval records may search a database storing records for only Maryland residents

rather than a database storing records for all U.S. residents

[00264] The aforementioned variety of classification-based search-space reduction may also

be leveraged to great advantage in conjunction with data extraction techniques described in

further detail below. For example, extracted data may be compared against a relatively small



or narrow search space based on a classification of the document from which the data were

extracted, in a manner similar to the above-described scenarios.

[ΘΘ2 5] The classification may be utilized in the course of conducting an associated business

workflow, in preferred approaches. For example, in one embodiment a business workflow

additionally includes performing the classification in response to detecting a predetermined

stimulus in a business workflow.

[00266] In more embodiments, the D and/or ID classification may be validated, using

similar techniques such as described above.

[80267] ID Data Extraction and Workflow integration

[00268] According to preferred embodiments, the data extraction techniques disclosed

herein are combined with one or more of the previously disc sed ID business workflow

integration techniques and/or ID classification techniques. For example, in particularly

preferred embodiments data extraciion is based at least in part on the ID elassiiicaiion. Even

more preferred, the integration of identifying information and/or the extracted data into the

associated business workflow may be based at least in part on the ID classification.

[00269] Referring still to the Figures, FIG. 8 depicts a method 800 generally illustrating the

overall inventive process of integrating ID data extraction techniques and/or mobile

implementations thereof into business workflows, according to one embodiment. The method

800 may be practiced in any environment, using any number of suitable resources, such as

depicted in FIGS. 1-2, among others

[00270] The method 800 includes operation 802, where an image comprising an ID is

received or captured using a mobile device.

[00271] The method also includes operation 804, in which the ID is classified based at

least in part on the image. Classification may be performed in any suitable manner as described

herein within the context of method 800, in various approaches.

[80272] In operation 806, method 800 includes extracting data from the ID based at least in

part on the ID classification. For example, in one approach extracting data may include building

an extraction model based in whole or in part on the ID classification, and extracting the data

from the ID using the extraction model. Extraction models may include any feature, function,

or detail as described herein and/or in the related applications referenced above without

departing from the scope of the present disclosures.

[00273] With continuing reference to FIG. 8, method 800 includes operation 808, where at

least a portion of the workflow is driven at least partially based on the extracted data.



[8(5274] Referring again to the familiar example of a workflow configured to facilitate a

financial transaction, in one approach a workflow may receive an image of an ID comprising

a credit card or debit card. The workflow may classify the ID as the appropriate type of card,

and may further classify the card type according to one or more additional distinguishing

features (e.g. financial servicer such as VISA, American Express, Discover, MasterCard, etc.).

Based on the card's classification, an extraction model is built.

[80275] In some approaches, the extraction model may describe statistical properties of

distribution of one or more features of the ID, e.g. a distribution of text fields across the ID, a

distribution of image elements (such as photograph, state seal, hologram, etc.), a distribution

of lines, borders, boxes, or other delimiters depicted in the ID, etc. as would be understood by

one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[80276] In other embodiments, the extraction model precisely defines a region of the ID

where data that would enable o facilitate the financial transaction are located, as well as

optimal parameters to extract those data from the ID. Using the extraction model, an account

number, security code, accountholder name, expiration date, etc may be extracted from the ID

with high accuracy and fidelity, e.g. using a custom-tailored OCR operation, object recognition

operation, facial recognition operation, pattern recognition operation, etc. as would be

understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions. The

extracted data may then be provided to the workflow, and ittilized to drive the workflow, e.g.

by completing the financial transaction according to the aforementioned exemplary scenario.

[80277] In a preferred approach, the data extraction is performed and fully capable of

operation without any reliance whatsoever on textual data or textual information

generated/determined in the course of performing traditional OCR. For example, even in

embodiments where extraction may optionally leverage OCR techniques, those embodiments

exclude the capability to determine, leverage, or in any way utilize the textual information

determined thereby, instead using only positional information from the OCR process. In this

manner, data extraction may be considered to exclude OCR techniques that are capable

of/configured to determine textual information, and instead to utilize, if any, only OCR

techniques configured to determine positional information.

[88278] Referring again to the Figures, a more specific ID data extraction workflow

integration includes operations such as set forth in method 98 as depicted in FIG. 9, according

to one embodiment. The method may be practiced in any environment, using any number

of suitable resources, such as depicted in FIGS. 1-3, among others.



[8(5279] In preferred embodiments, the method 9 8 includes operations 902-908 which are

substantially similar to the operations 882-888 described above with reference to FIG 8 In

particular, in operation 982 at least one image comprising one or more Ds is received or

captured using a mobile device. In operation 984, the ID(s) are classified. In operation 986 an

extraction model based on the ID classification^) is built. In operation 988, data are extracted

from the ID based on the extraction model.

[88288] In particularly preferred embodiments, the extraction model may be built based on

previously collected and/or analyzed data, and assigned to the classification to which the ID is

also determined to belong. In this approach, upon determining an ID corresponds to a particular

classification, the associated extraction model may be selected, imported, loaded, applied, etc.

and generally utilized to extract data as described herein.

[88281] In embodiments where the image or images depicting the ID(s) (and/or multiple

pages of a single multi-page ID) comprises multiple documents, method 900 may optionally

involve classifying multiple of the ID documents or multiple elements of a single ID (e.g.

classifying each page of a multi-page ID, or multiple elements of a single page such as a

photograph and a text string). A prototypical example of a multi-paged ID is any form of ID

that includes a front and back side, e.g. a driver's license, credit or debit card, etc. Other

prototypical multi-paged IDs may include passports, financial statements, medical records, etc.

as described herein and would be understood by a skilled artisan reading said descriptions.

[88282] The classification of each document, page, element, etc may be compared to the

classification of other document(s), page(s), eiement(s), etc., and based in whole or in part on

the comparison, an overall classification of the ID(s) may be determined. Similarly, an

extraction model may be built based on any number of the classification(s) of the various

documents, pages, elements, etc.

[88283] With continuing reference to FIG. 9, method 988 a so includes additional operations

not specified with respect to FIG. 8 and method 888. For example, as shown in FIG. 9, method

980 includes an operation 918, where an ID profile is built based on the extracted data. In some

approaches, the ID profile may be built based on additional information beyond the extracted

data, preferably additional identifying information that may be determined in whole or in part

using the extracted data, e.g. via a lookup operation or based on presence of the same or similar

information in other images, workflows, operations, etc. optionally associated with the ID

profile. As noted above, the ID profile may correspond to a single entity, plural entities, a

particular business process or transaction, a particular workflow, etc. as would be understood

by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.



[8(5284] Similarly, a y number of identity sub-profiles may be synthesized based at least in

part on the extracted data. For example, continuing with the scenario where multiple human

agents are authorized to act on behalf of an entity, while the D profile may correspond to the

entity, each sub-profile synthesized therefrom may correspond to a single one of the human

agents. Identity sub-profiles may additionally and/or alternatively be resolved with respect to

association, relevance, pertinence, etc. of identifying information contained therein to a

particular type of workflow, business process, transaction, etc. in more approaches.

[8(5285] Method 908 also includes operation 9 2, in preferred approaches. More

specifically, operation 912 includes storing the built ID profile to memory, preferably a

memory of the mobile device utilized to receive and/or capture image(s) in operation 902. The

ID profile may be stored to volatile memory in embodiments where identifying information

therefrom is relevant to or otherwise utilized in connection with a particular instance of a

workflow, preferably the instance of the workflow where at least one image from which the

data were extracted was received or captured.

[80286] In more approaches, the method 980 includes operation 914 where a predetermined

stimulus of a workflow is detected. Suitable stimuli, and detection thereof, may include any

suitable form or type as would be understood by a skilled artisan upon reading this and said

related disclosures.

[80287] In still more approaches, method 900 includes operation 916. Preferably, the

operation 916 includes identifying workflow-relevant data from a stored ID profile in response

to detecting the predetermined stimulus in operation 914. Data may be identified and

determined to be workflow-relevant in a single operation or in a series of operations, in various

approaches.

[8(5288] n one approach, the determination of workflow- relevancy comprises comparing

the identified data to other workflow data, and/or comparing one or more characteristics of the

identified data to characteristics of other workflow data (e.g. formatting, presence or absence

of indicative symbols or patterns, such as a dollar sign, numeral sign, etc. in a siring of text, or

similar image data characteristics of portions of an ID depicting a photograph, logo, emblem,

etc.). and determining the identified data are workflow-relevant based on similarity between

the identified data and the other workflow data as determined from the comparison. Of course,

other techniques for determining data a e "relevant" to a workflow may be employed without

departing from the scope of the present disclosures.

[80289] However, in preferred approaches, semantic context of extracted data with respect

to workflow relevancy is determined previous to conducting the workflow, and the



corresponding classification, extraction, etc. may leverage this a priori knowledge to improve

efficiency and accuracy of the classification, extraction, etc.

[00290] In one embodiment, method 900 also includes operation 918, wherein the data

determined to be workflow-reievant are provided to the workflow to which the data were

determined to be relevant. Preferably, the workflow-reievant data are provided from the stored

ID profile directly to the workflow, e.g. by "loading" the relevant data into the workflow,

associating the relevant data with the workflow (e.g. using metadata or file pointers/references,

etc.), or any other suitable form of providing the workflow access to the information in the

stored ID profile, such as would be appreciated by skilled artisans reading these descriptions.

[00291] In other approaches, data may be determined to be workflow-reievant based o a

classification of the ID from which the data were extracted. For example, in some approaches

where an underlying transaction, operation, etc. relies on a standard form of identification (e.g.

a driver's license for a background check, entitlement application, job application, etc.) and a

workflow classifies an D as being one of the acceptable (standard) form(s) of identification

relied upon for that underlying process, then the data extracted from the ID may be determined

to be workflow-reievant based on the ID classification (solely or in combination with other

factor(s), in myriad approaches).

[00292] In preferred approaches, method 9 0 encompasses additional operation 928, where

a portion of the workflow is driven using the workflow-reievant data. The workflow may be

driven in any suitable fashion such as would be understood by a skilled artisan reading the

present descriptions.

[8(5293] In various approaches, the presently disclosed ID data extraction techniques may

be leveraged to great advantage in the course of conducting a wide variety of business

workflows. For example, in a general approach an ID is imaged, optionally using a capture

component of a mobile device. The ID image is processed, again preferably at least partially

using a mobile device processor, but also including processing performed by any suitable or

available processing resources. The processed ID image is subjected to a classification analysis,

which determines that the document is indeed an ID, and preferably determines that the ID

belongs to one or more classifications. The classifications may include nested

(sub)classificaiions falling within the scope of a broader classification, such as described above

and as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present

descriptions.

[80294] For example, continuing with the ID scenario discussed above, the classification

analysis may determine the image depicts an ID, and the ID belongs to the class "license," the



subclass "vehicular license," the further subclass "driver's license" and a still further subclass

corresponding to a particular state, e.g. a "Maryland driver's license."

[00295] Based on one or more of the classifications, exclusively or in combination with any

number of other factors such as various characteristics of the image, an extraction model may

be selected or built corresponding to the class of documents (IDs) to which the imaged ID

belongs. Using the extraction model, data are extracted from the ID for subsequent use in

connection with a business workflow.

[8(5296] For example, in one approach a business workflow may be invoked based in whole

or in part on the extracted data

[00297] In more approaches, a workflow progression may be dictated or influenced based

in whole or in part on the extracted data. For example, in one embodiment a user engages a

workflow to purchase, register for, schedule, etc. provision of one or more services, such as a

service to deliver goods, a consultation service, etc. The user, in the course of the workflow, is

prompted to capture a image of their driver's license and submit the image to the workflow.

The driver's license depicts the user's name, date of birth, address, and other identifying

information. The ID is classified, and based on the ID being classified as a driver's license, an

extraction model is built (and/or retrieved) and utilized to extract data from the driver's license.

[00298] In still more approaches, the extracted data forming the basis for the workflow

influence may do so based on association with other data not necessarily depicted on the ID.

For example, continuing with the driver's license scenario described above, assume the user is

applying for renewal of a driver's license as the particular service purchased, scheduled, etc.

The workflow may extract data including the driver's license number, in some approaches.

[00299] Utilizing the driver's license number, optionally in combination with other

extracted data such as the user's name, etc. a workflow may detect that a particular license is

associated with one or more holds on the renewal process (e.g. outstanding fees, fines, tickets,

points, judgments, restrictions, or other types of hold such as would be understood by one

having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions). For example, the

workflow may communicate with one or more databases, systems, records, etc. such as those

maintained by the local department of motor vehicles (DMV) or motor vehicle administration

(M A), e.g. to track licensed drivers in the corresponding locality. Although the ID does not

indicate anything about the driver's license having associated therewith one or more holds,

using the data extracted from the driver's license the workflow is able to determine the

associated hold information and direct the progress of the workflow accordingly.



[8(5380] In one illustrative approach, the aforementioned workflow may invoke a renewal

interface and/or initiate a renewal transaction in response to determining no holds are

associated with a particular driver's license. Conversely, the workflow may invoke any number

of interfaces to assist a user in resolving or lifting any hold determined to be associated with a

particular driver's license. For example, in one embodiment the workflow invokes a fee

payment submission interface to resolve fee-related holds in response to determining the

license has associated therewith an outstanding balance. The workflow may facilitate the driver

submitting any requisite payment without having to initiate a separate payment process, e.g. by

logging in to an appropriate website, mailing a . check with an appropriate form, etc. as would

be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

In another embodiment, the workflow may invoke a driver education or traffic

school program application process, e.g. in response to determining the license has associated

therewith one or more holds relating to traffic violations, such as points on a driver's license.

Similarly, the workflow may invoke an appropriate payment interface and/or traffic school

application interface in response to determining a judgment applies to the driver, requiring the

driver complete traffic school prior to resuming driving activity.

[00382] In another exemplary embodiment, a user is engaged in a financial transaction

workflow, for example to submit a state or federal tax return. The workflow includes capturing

or otherwise providing an image of an ID, such as a driver's license, tax form such as a W-2,

etc. The workflow preferably leverages the captured image data as a source of pertinent

identifying information for the tax return preparation. In one approach, the workflow includes

determining whether an individual taxpayer (i.e. entity) must pay a particular tax associated

with engaging in a particular activity or failing to engage in a particular activity. The

determination may be made either directly from identifying information extracted from and/or

depicted on the ID or based on using the identifying information to retrieve associated

information, such as in a lookup process. In response to determining the entity must pay the

tax based on that entity ' s (non)engagement in the associated activity , the workflow may invoke

an interface presenting the entity with an opportunity to modify behavior and avoid paying the

tax in future years.

[88383] In a concrete example, a user interacting with a workflow to prepare federal tax

return submits an image of an ID such as a driver's license and/or images of tax forms to the

workflow. The workflow includes classifying the ID(s) in the image(s), extracting tax -pertinent

data therefrom, and populating appropriate fields of the tax return with the appropriate

extracted data. In addition, the workflow is configured to facilitate users minimizing a required



tax payment As a result, the workflow is configured to recommend, offer and/or facilitate

engaging potential tax-saving strategies available to the user

[00304] In the foregoing scenario, a user is a student or is self-employed, and accordingly

lacks health insurance. As a result, the user must pay a health care tax, which may be

determined by the workflow based at least in part on the user submitting (or failing to submit)

one or more forms of ID, including a driver's license and, preferably, medical information. For

example, the user may fail to submit documentation requisite to provide proof of insurance to

avoid the health care tax. Alternatively and/or additionally, the workflow may rely on one or

more external sources of data regarding tax-related activity.

[00365] In one approach, the IRS maintains a database reflecting health care enrollment

status, or each health care provider maintains enrollment data available to customers to provide

proof of insurance for tax purposes. Based on data extracted from the user's ID, the workflow

may interface with the source(s) of data and determine whether an individual is enrolled in a

qualifying health insurance program, and provide proof thereof to the appropriate entity for

taxation purposes. If the user is not enrolled in a qualifying health insurance program, the

workflow may, rather than providing the proof of insurance information to the tax return,

invoke a health insurance enrollment interface designed to facilitate the user purchasing one or

more qualifying health insurance program policies, and accordingly avoiding the health care

tax in future ears.

[80306] Of course, other exemplary scenarios such as described above with reference to

classification and ID processing may be leveraged with equal applicability to the presently

disclosed data extraction concepts and features. Any type of data that may be obtained from an

ID and utilized singly or in combination (e.g. as a "seed" or query to determine, locate,

discover, compute, or otherwise obtain additional information relating to the workflow, another

workflow, or most preferably a business process underlying the workflow) in the course of a

workflow to determine, influence, modify, direct or accomplish, etc. one or more activities,

rules, or business processes relating to the workflow should be understood as included within

the scope of the instant disclosures.

[00307] Exemplary forms of data suitable for extraction according to the presently described

techniques and which may be useful to various workflows include strings, e.g. a string of

alphanumeric characters and/or symbols; images, particularly images depicting a photograph

of a person or property such as a vehicle, a unique image such as a security image, etc.

[80308] Similarly, in another embodiment a user wishes to conduct a financial transaction

such as depositing funds into a bank account, submitting payment for a purchase, etc. via a



workflow. The workflow receives an image of a document, and as described above classifies

the document as an ID. The financial transaction may require one or more proofs of identity,

such as a name, address, etc. Alternatively the user may simply wish to provide requisite data

by capturing an image depicting the data, rather than manually entering the data

[80389] For any number of reasons, the user captures and/or submits an image of an ID to

the workflow. The workflow processes the image, classifies any documents (and preferably

any IDs) depicted therein, and builds an extraction model based on the classification. The data

are extracted, and based at least in part on the extracted data, the workflow may progress in

any number of context-dependent manners

[00310] For example, in one approach a user's submitted ID depicts an address differing

from an address of record associated with the user's financial account. In response to

determining the discrepancy, the workflow may invoke an interface configured to facilitate the

user updating their address, either in records associated with the user's financial account, or by

requesting a change of address be submitted/performed with respect to the imaged ID.

[80311] In a similar approach, a user may be engaged in a purchase, and submit an ID or

utilize data extracted from an ID in the course of the purchase. For example, a user may

designate a desired form of payment to complete the transaction, but the transaction may not

be capable of proceeding using the desired form of payment, e.g. because that form of payment

may be unacceptable by the vendor, the associated account has insufficient funds, the fo n of

payment (e.g. credit/debit card) has expired, etc. as would be understood by one having

ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

[80312] In response to determining the desired fo n of payment cannot be utilized in the

present transaction, the workflow may invoke a number of potential interfaces, activities, or

new workflows. For example, in one approach where the form of payment is unacceptable by

the vendor (e.g. vendor does not accept a particular fonn of payment such as a check, or a

payment from a particular servicer such as American Express, etc.) the workflow may utilize

data extracted from the ID to locate one or more alternative forms of payment.

[80313] Alternate forms of payment may be associated with a user profil e accessible to the

workflow, and the profile located based on identifying information depicted on the ID and used

in connection with the profile (e.g. the user's name). Alternate forms of payment may

additionally and/or alternatively be determined by the workflow using the extracted data to

locate additional financial resources available to the user, according to any available procedure

and using any available data source such as would be understood by one having ordinary skill

in the art upon reading the present descriptions. Regardless of the manner in which the



workflow utilizes the extracted data to locate and' r determine eligibility of the alternate form

of payment, the workflow may provide an indication to the user that the desired form of

payment is unacceptable by the vendor. The workflow may alternatively or additionally suggest

one or more of the alternate form(s) of payment be used to complete the transaction, request

and receive user input designating one of the alternate forms of payment, and complete the

transaction using the designated alternate form of payment.

[00314] n another embodiment, similar to that above, the workflow may determine that a

form of payment being offered to complete a financial transaction is expired. As a result, the

workflow may utilize data extracted from the ID to locate corresponding financial records, e.g.

in an associated workflow profile such as described above and/or located externally to the

workflow but capable of being determined using the data extracted from the ID.

[80315] Of course, as will be understood by skilled artisans reading the present descriptions,

user input may be requested, received, and or utilized in the course of a workflow without

respect to detecting any particular problem with the workflow or underlying data. Indeed, it

may be advantageous in some approaches to request user input as a matter of course, e.g. in

order to validate accuracy of workflow-critical data (e.g. as extracted from an image), to

provide workflow security (e.g. CAPTCHA -variety human authentication, etc. as would be

understood by skilled artisans reading these descriptions). Accordingly, user input may be

solicited, received, and' r incorporated into workflows as described herein using any suitable

technique without departing from the scope of the instant disclosure. Preferably, user input is

received via a mobile device, and even more preferably via a display of the mobile device.

[00316] Preferably, the workflow is configured to interface with a financial institution

managing a user's financial account(s) corresponding to the expired form of payment, and to

present the user with an interface configured to facilitate requesting renewal of the form of

payment, or alternatively issuance of a new form of payment to replace the expired form of

payment. Even more preferably, the workflow may suggest an alternate form of payment

relying on a similar or same source of funding as the expired form of payment, e.g. the

workflow may suggest the user submit an electronic transfer of funds from the same account

corresponding to the expired debit card previously offered to attempt completing the financial

transaction.

[80317] Data extraction may a so be performed at least partially in response to detecting one

or more predetermined conditions or workflow stimuli. In one embodiment, data extraction

occurs in response to determining that the document is an ID, and depicts information relating

to a business workflow. In this manner, the extraction operation may be invoked in response to



detecting an ID and/or workflow-relevant data on an ID, such as ay be indicated by the ID

classification, in some approaches.

[00318] In various embodiments, a plurality of IDs may be submitted in the course of one

or more workflows, and in association with each workflow, or with any number of the

workflows, an identity profile may be synthesized at least partially based on data extracted

from one or more of the plurality of IDs. The identity profile ma comprise a plurality of sub-

profiles. Preferably, the plurality of sub-profiles are each configured to serve as a source of

identifying information generally required by a particular type of business process, e.g. a

financial identity information profile, a medical identity information profile, an employment

identity information profile, etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in the art

upon reading the present descriptions.

[80319] The identity profiles may be maintained in storage on a mobile device, or remotely

from the mobile device, and retrieved via secure communication protocols as required by the

user's activity in the various associated business workflows. Preferably, the identity profiles

may be stored in conjunction with one or more images from which the identity profile

information was synthesized. Either the identity profile data or the image data may be stored

in association with the other, e.g. as metadata, in particularly preferred approaches. n even

more embodiments, stored and/or retrieved identity profile data may be verified in the course

of the workflow, in association with retrieving the identity profile data, etc. as would be

understood by one having ordinary skill in the art upon reading the present descriptions.

Verification may include any suitable form of confirmation that the ID profile is secure e.g.

password authentication, encryption, etc. Verification may also involve leveraging one or more

computational tools to determine whether data in the ID profile have been tampered with. For

example, verification may in one approach comprise calculating a hash sum (or checksum) of

an ID profile, and storing the calculated hash value in association with the ID profile. In order

to ensure the ID profile remains unchanged since a last authorized user access, a hash sum for

the stored ID profile is calculated prior to retrie val. If the hash sum calculated prior to retrieval

is identical to the hash sum calculated and/or associated with the stored ID profile, then the D

profile is unchanged, and the data thereof verified, in one embodiment.

[8(5320] In preferred approaches, the any of the foregoing exemplary workflows are

performed at least partially using a mobile device, and in particularly preferred approaches

using a mobile application running on the mobile device. Accordingly, the exemplary

workflows ideally are performed in combination with capturing an image of the ID using the



mobile device, either as part of the workflow or as an additional operation taken in conjunction

with the workflow process

[00321] In even snore preferred embodiments of any of the foregoing scenarios, the D

(and/or any useful information associated therewith, depicted thereon, or determined

therefrom) is submitted to the workflow via a mobile application running on the mobile

device. n this manner it is possible to encapsulate the user's entire interaction with the

workflow on the mobile device, maximizing convenience for the user and flexibility of the

overall workflow process. Of course, the entire workflow need not occur on or utilize data

stored on or accessible to the user or the user's mobile device (or other device from which the

ID is submitted). The presently described scenarios also encompass situations where, for

example, a user may prepare some data for submission to a backend server or system for

additional processing, by automated systems, humans, or some combination thereof.

[80322] As described in detail above, the presently disclosed systems, computer program

products, and techniques for processing images of identifying documents may include any

number of alternative and/or combinatorial features disclosed herein. For instance, with

reference to an exemplary embodiment in the form of a method, the presently disclosed

inventive concepts may include any combination, permutation, synthesis, or subset of the

following features

[80323] A method may be equally embodied as a system or computer program product,

and includes: receiving or capturing an image comprising an identity document (ID) using a

mobile device; classifying the ID based at least in part on the image; extracting data from the

ID based at least in part on the ID classification; and driving at least a portion of a workflow

based on the extracted data. The method also optionally includes building an extraction

model based on the ID classification; and extracting the data from the ID using the extraction

model. The method may include determining the extracted data are relevant to the workflow.

The determining is based at least in part on one or more of: the ID classification; determining

the portion of the extracted data comprises one or more predetermined strings; and

determining the portion of the extracted data comprises one or more predetermined images.

The method may include synthesizing a one or more identity sub-profiles based on at least

some of the extracted data. Each identity sub-profile may include identifying information

pertaining to a predetermined type of business process. Each identity sub-profile may

comprise identifying information pertaining to a unique entity. The method may include

locating workfiow-reievant data (e.g. on the ID, or in a separate data source such as a

database) using the exiracted data, in which ease extracting may be performed in response to



locating the workflow-relevant data on the ID, or the workflow-relevant data may not

necessarily be depicted on the ID The workflow may include a financial transaction reliant at

least in part on either the extracted data or data determined using the extracted data. The

workflow may include determining the financial transaction cannot be completed utilizing the

extracted data; determining one or more alternative data sources suitable for use in

connection with the financial transaction; designating one of the alternative data sources for

use in connection with the financial transaction; completing the financial transaction based at

least in part on data obtained from one or more of the designated alternative data sources;

displaying an indication to a user that the financial transaction cannot be completed utilizing

the extracted data; requesting user input designating one or more of the alternative data

sources; receiving the user input; completing the financial transaction using the designated

alternative data source based at least in part on the user input; requesting user input relating to

the financial transaction and receiving the user input; wherein the financial transaction relies

at least in part on the received user input. User input is received, preferably via a mobile

device display, and the user input comprises identifying information. Alternatively and/or

additionally, user input relating to the workflow is received at least in part via a mobile

device display, and at least one of the extracting and the driving are further based at least in

part on the received user input. The method may include validating the ID prior to extracting

the data. Where the image comprises multiple documents, the method may also include:

classifying at leas two of the multiple documents; building an extraction model based on

each document classification; and extracting the data from at least some of the classified

documents based on the extraction model. Where the ID comprises a multi-paged document,

the method may also include: receiving or capturing one or more additional images using the

mobile device, each additional image comprising at least a portion of at least one page of the

ID, where the classifying is further based on one or more of the additional images, and where

the data are extracted from at least two pages of the ID.

[80324] The presently disclosed inventive concepts may also be embodied as a system. For

example, in one such embodiment a system includes a processor and logic. The logic is in

and/or executable by the processor, and configured to cause the processor to perform one or

more operations in response to invocation and/or execution thereof.

[8 325] The inventive concepts disclosed herein have been presented by way of example to

illustrate the myriad features thereof in a plurality of illustrative scenarios, embodiments,

and/or implementations. It should be appreciated that the concepts generally disclosed are to

be considered as modular, and may be implemented in any combination, permutation, or



synthesis thereof. In addition, any modification, alteration, or equivalent of the presently

disclosed features, functions, and concepts that would be appreciated by a person having

ordinary skill in the art upon reading the instant descriptions should also be considered within

the scope of this disclosure.

[80326] While various embodiments have been described above, it should be understood

that they have been presented by way of example only, and not limitation. Thus, the breadth

and scope of an embodiment of the present invention should not be limited by any of the

above-described exemplary embodiments, but should be defined only in accordance with the

following claims and their equivalents.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

. method, comprising:

receiving or capturing an image comprising an identity document (ID) using a mobile

device;

classifying the ID based a least in part on the image;

extracting data from the ID based at least in part on the ID classification; and

driving at least a portion of a workflow based on the extracted data.

2 . The method as recited in claim , further comprising building an extraction model based

on the ID classification; and

extracting the data from the ID using the extraction model

3 . The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising determining the extracted data

are relevant to the workflow.

4 . The method as recited in claim 3, wherein the determining is based at least in par on

one or more of:

the ID classification;

determming the portion of the extracted data comprises one or more predetermined

strings; and

determining the portion of the extracted data comprises one or more predetermined

images.

5. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the image comprises multiple documents,

and further comprising:

classifying at least two of the multiple documents:

building an extraction model based on each document classification; and

extracting the data from at least some of the classified documents based on the

extraction model.



6. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein the ID comprises a multi-paged document,

and the method further comprising:

receiving or capturing one or more additional images using the mobile device, each

additional image comprising at feast a portion of at least one page of the ID,

wherein the classifying is further based on one or more of the additional images, and

wherein the data are extracted from at least two pages of the ID.

7. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising synihesizing an identity profile

based a least in part on some or all of the extracted data.

8. The method as recited in claim 7, further comprising synthesizing a plurality of

identity sub-profiles based on at least some of the extracted data.

9. The method as recited in claim , wherein each identity sub-profile comprises

identifying information pertaining to a predetermined type of business process.

0. The method as recited in claim 8, wherein each identity sub-profile comprises

identifying information pertaining to a unique entity.

1. The method as recited in claim I, further comprising locating workilow-relevant data

using the extracted data, wherein the workilow-relevant data are not depicted on the

ID.

. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising:

locating workilow-relevant data on the ID using the extracted data, and

extracting is performed in response to locating the workilow-relevant data on the ID.

13. The method as recited in claim I, wherein the workflow comprises a financial

transaction reliant at least in part on either the extracted data or data determined using

the extracted data.

14. The method as recited in claim 13, further comprising

determining the financial transaction cannot be completed utilizing the extracted data:



determining one or more alternative data sources suitable for use in connection with

the financial transaction;

designating one of the alternative data sources for use in connection with the financial

transaction; and

completing the financial transaction based at least in part on data obtained from one or

more of the designated alternative data sources

15. The method as recited in claim 14, further comprising:

displaying an indication to a user that the financial transaction cannot be completed

utilizing the extracted data;

requesting user input designating one or more of the alternative data sources;

receiving the user input; and

completing the financial transaction using the designated alternative data source based

at least in part on the user input.

6. The method as recited 13, further comprising:

requesting user input relating to the financial transaction;

receiving the user input; and

wherein the financial transaction relies at least in part on the received user input.

17. The method as recited in claim 6, wherein the user input is received via a mobile

device display, and wherein the user input comprises identifying information.

8. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising: receiving user input relating to

the workflow,

wherein the user input is received at least in part via a mobile device display, and

wherein at lea st one of the extracting and the driving are further based at least in part

on the received user input

. The method as recited in claim 1, further comprising validating the ID prior to

extracting the data.



20. A method, comprising

receiving or capturing an image comprising an identity document (ID) using a mobile

device;

classifying the ID;

building an extraction model based on the ID classification;

extracting data from the ID based on the extraction model;

building an ID profile based on the extracted data;

storing the ID profile to a memory of the mobile device;

detecting a predetermined stimulus in a workflow:

identifying workflow-relevant data in the stored D profile at least partially in response

to detecting the predetermined stimulus;

providing the workflow-relevant data from the stored ID profile to the workflow; and

driving a leasi a portion of the workflow using he workflow-relevant data

21. computer program product, comprising: a computer readable storage medium

having computer readable program code stored therein, he computer readable

program code comprising instructions configured to cause a processor to:

receive an image stored to or capture using a mobile device, the image comprising an

identity document (ID);

classify the ID;

build an extraction model based on the D classification;

extract data from the ID based on the extraction model;

build an ID profile based on the extracted data;

store the ID profile to a memory of the mobile device;

detect a predetermined stimulus in a workilow;

identify workflow-relevant data in the stored ID profile at least partially in response to

detecting the predetermined stimulus;

provide the workflow-relevant data from the stored ID profile to the workflow; and

drive at feast a portion of the workflow using the workflow-relevant data.

22. The computer program product as recited in claim 21, further comprising instructions

configured to cause the processor to synthesize an identity profile based at least in

part on some or all of the extracted data.



23. The computer program product as recited in claim 21, further comprising instructions

configured to cause the processor to synthesize a plurality of identity sub-profiles

based on at least some of the extracted data.

24 The computer program product as recited in claim 23, wherein each identity sub-

profile comprises identifying information pertaining to a predetermined type of

business process.

25. The computer program product as recited in claim 2.3, wherein each identity

profile comprises identifying information pertaining to a unique entity.
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